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Various organizations use strategic planning to produce growth and promote
organizational health. Crosspoint Community Church in Huntington, West Virginia, had never
developed or implemented a strategic plan. This project seeks to develop and implement a
strategic plan for Crosspoint Community Church to produce growth and promote ministry health.
A team of twenty congregants participated in the project. Through six three-hour sessions, the
team used storyboarding to create a mission statement and a vision statement and identify and
define the foundational values framing the strategy. The team evaluated the church’s ministries,
leadership structure, facilities, and finances to develop a strategy to fulfill the stated mission and
vision. Using storyboarding, the team identified the church’s target audience and ministries to
reach that audience. The team developed plans to improve the church’s facilities and identify
opportunities to increase the church’s finances to fund the proposed strategy. The team also
adopted an evaluation process to ensure successful strategic implementation. The strategic plan
was implemented earlier this year. Preliminary observations indicate that the strategic plan
developed and implemented at Crosspoint Community Church in Huntington, West Virginia, is
producing growth and promoting healthier ministry.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Introduction
On April 6, 2009, President Barack Obama remarked that the United States no longer
considered itself a religious nation, but a secular society bound by ideals and a set of values.1
Though his comments offended many, they were not without merit. Over the last decade, the
number of people identifying as Christians declined dramatically. Church attendance is also
declining as fewer people identify as Christian.2
The American church is rapidly losing its position of influence in society. Factors
contributing to the church’s waning influence include: (1) cultural influence, (2) generational
replacement, (3) non-adaptive leadership, (4) lack of discipleship, (5) lack of training, (6)
decreasing finances, (7) a global pandemic, and (8) the church's loss of mission.3 Despite these
challenges, the church remains a vital part of God's world.
The church is God’s instrument for proclaiming the gospel to the nations and bringing
people to faith in Christ (Matt 28:19–20; Rev 5:9).4 John Stott wrote, "The church lies at the very
center of the eternal purpose of God. It is not a divine afterthought. It is not an accident in
history."5 Scripture affirms the centrality of the church. Christ founded the church (Matt 16:18),

1

“U.S. Is Not An Officially ‘Christian Nation,’ Obama Says During Overseas Visit,” Church and State
Magazine, May 2009, https://www.au.org/church-state/may-2009-church-state/people-events/us-is-not-an-officiallychristian-nation-obama-says.
2

“In U.S., Decline of Christianity Continues at Rapid Pace,” Pew Research Center, October 17, 2019,
https://www.pewforum.org/2019/10/17/in-u-s-decline-of-christianity-continues-at-rapid-pace.
3

Brent H. Burdick, “The Status of the Church in North America,” Review and Expositor 115, no. 2 (2018):

4

Mark Dever, The Church: The Gospel Made Visible (Nashville, TN: Broadman and Holman, 2012), xi.

5

John Stott, The Living Church: Convictions of a Lifelong Pastor (Downers Grove: InterVarsity, 2007), 19.

200.
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purchased it with His blood (Acts 20:28; Titus 2:14), and intimately identified Himself with it
(Acts 9:4). The church is the body of Christ (1 Cor 12:12, 27; Eph 1:22–23; 4:12; 5:20–30; Col
1:18, 24; 3:15), the dwelling place of His Spirit (1 Cor 3:16–17; Eph 1:18, 22; 4:4), and the chief
instrument for glorifying God in the world (Eph 3:10). One cannot help but hope and expect that
God will continue to grow the church and use it for His glory with such a significant purpose.
God established His church at Pentecost and continues to commission people to lead the
church under His authority (1 Pet 5:1–3). The responsibility of leadership carries an obligation to
understand and respond effectively to the church's waning influence. Strategic planning is one
tool leaders use to engage the culture and fulfill God's mission. Strategic plans clarify the vision,
mission, and values of a church within its unique context. Once identified, these principles
undergird the strategies the ministry incorporates to impact its community for God's glory.
Proper development and implementation of a strategic ministry plan helps churches survive,
remain relevant, and grow in an increasingly secular culture.
Ministry Context
Crosspoint Community Church is a Southern Baptist Church located in Huntington, West
Virginia. Huntington is in western West Virginia at the point where West Virginia, Ohio, and
Kentucky adjoin. Named for its founder, Collis P. Huntington, a railroad magnate, Huntington
was once a thriving port city. Steamboats brought lumber and coal along the Ohio River to
support the railroad’s westward expansion. The railroad industry fueled the industrialization of
the area. Various businesses and manufacturing plants began to meet the supply demands of the
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railroad. Steel processing, shipping, manufacturing, and transportation allowed Huntington to
grow into a thriving city.6
Today, Huntington is the second-largest city in West Virginia, but it is no longer
booming. During the 1950s, Huntington reached its highest population of 86,353. In 2010, the
United States Census showed Huntington's population as 49,138. The Census Bureau estimates
the city's population in 2020 at 44,416. The Bureau's estimate reflects a 9.61 percent decrease in
population over the last decade.7
Several reasons explain the continuing decline of this once-thriving city. The big steel
processing, manufacturing, and transportation industries no longer exist in Huntington. The
absence of these industries means fewer job opportunities for individuals with little education.
The prospect of underemployment and unemployment contribute to the more significant crisis in
Huntington, the opioid epidemic. Huntington is depressingly known as the “Overdose Capital of
America.” In 2017, Huntington had an opioid overdose death rate that was five times the national
average.8 While public awareness of the opioid epidemic increases, heroin is quickly becoming
the drug of choice in southern West Virginia. No home or business throughout the community
remains untouched by the widespread drug addiction plaguing the region.
The heart and soul of Huntington is Marshall University. Marshall is one of the largest
employers, along with Cabell Huntington Hospital and St. Mary's Medical Center. Without these

6
Willard F. Daniels, Jr., and Paul N. Fulks, The Gate to Westmoreland (Huntington, WV: Westmoreland
Printing, 2004), 29-44.
7

“Huntington, West Virginia Population 2020,” World Population Review,
https://worldpopulationreview.com/us-cities/huntington-wv-population.
8

Jeff Ondocsin, Sarah G. Mars, Mary Howe, and Daniel Ciccarone, “Hostility, Compassion and Role
Reversal in West Virginia’s Long Opioid Overdose Emergency,” Harm Reduction Journal (2020): 2.
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institutions, the city would struggle because the economy shifted from manufacturing to health
care, finance, retail, education, service, and tourism industries over the years.9
The average household income in Huntington is $48,832, with a poverty rate of 32.67
percent. The city is 85 percent white and 9 percent African American. Asians, Hispanics, Native
Americans, and Pacific Islanders make up the remaining 6 percent of the population. The median
age of residents is 35. Approximately 31 percent of the residents completed high school, and 22
percent attained some higher education level. Married couples comprise 33 percent of the
population. More than 71 percent of Huntington's residents were born in West Virginia.10
The project coordinator counted 168 churches located within Huntington's city limits.11
The denominations represented are as follows: 46 Non-denominational, 44 Baptist, 21
Methodist, 11 Church of Christ, 8 Presbyterian, 8 Church of God, 6 Catholic, 4 Episcopal, 4
Disciples of Christ, 3 Nazarene, 3 Lutheran, 2 Unitarian, 2 Seventh-Day Adventist, 1 Church of
Jesus Christ the Latter-day Saints, 1 Assembly of God, 1 Greek Orthodox, 1 Eastern Orthodox, 1
Christian Missionary Alliance, and 1 Wesleyan.12 Despite the many churches in the city's 16
square miles, the Barna Group identified the Huntington-Charleston area as one of the 100 most
post-Christian cities in America.13

9

“Community Profile,” City of Huntington, https://www.cityofhuntington.com/visitors/community-

profile/.
10

World Population Review, https://worldpopulationreview.com/us-cities/huntington-wv-population.

11

Google search of churches within the city limits of Huntington, WV, conducted June 9, 2021.
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These numbers do not reflect variations within the denominations or their evangelical classification.

13

“The Most Post-Christian Cities in America: 2019,” Barna Group, http://barna.com/research/postchristian-cities-2019.
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Crosspoint serves the Westmoreland district of Huntington. Westmoreland is the
westernmost suburb of Huntington and is part of Wayne County. The Westmoreland community
identifies strongly with Wayne County but not Huntington because Huntington Proper resides in
Cabell County. Westmoreland’s Wayne County heritage is a peculiar characteristic that defines
the community. Knowledge of these dynamics is vital for ministry within the Westmoreland
Community. The project leader possesses more than 23 years of personal experience in the
community and understands these dynamics.
Westmoreland has a population of 8,966. The median age in Westmoreland is 39.1.
Family units make up 66 percent of Westmoreland. Married couples account for 79 percent of
the family units in the district. The average household in Westmoreland contains 3.5 people. The
median salary for residents is $38,620. Approximately 87 percent of Westmoreland residents
completed high school, and 22 percent attained higher education.14 Westmoreland reflects the
racial composition of Huntington being predominantly white.
Three schools serve the community. Kellogg Elementary School is the second-largest
elementary school in Wayne Country, with approximately 438 students in K-5th grades. Vinson
Middle School is one of three feeder schools for the high school. Vinson has 196 students in the
6th-8th grades. Spring Valley High School is the largest school in Wayne County. Spring Valley
has a student population of 1,014 between the 9th-12th grades.15 The community shares close
connections due to familial relationships, community involvement in schools, and extracurricular
activities (i.e., youth sports).

14

“Westmoreland District, West Virginia Demographic Data,” Town Charts, http://towncharts.com/WestVirginia/Demographics/Westmoreland-district-WV-Demographics-data.html.
15

Interview with a Wayne County Board of Education Administrator, November 22, 2020.
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The Westmoreland district contains 15 churches. These churches exist within a 5-mile
radius and represent six different denominations. The largest church has approximately 200
members. Most of the churches have less than 100 members.
History
Crosspoint Community Church informally began in the summer of 2004. The church
emerged from a dispute among leadership concerning biblical discipline within an existing
church's leadership ranks. After several contentious meetings, a group broke fellowship with the
church and began hosting a Bible Study at a nearby farmhouse. The study multiplied and
required the group to rent a local venue and, eventually, a school's multi-purpose room. In 2005,
the growing group of believers began the formal process of constituting as a church and received
admission into the West Virginia Convention of Southern Baptists. The church officially called
its first lead pastor in the spring of 2005.
Two years into life as a duly recognized church, the pastor resigned abruptly. The elders
conducted a brief search process and called the second lead pastor of the church in the summer
of 2008. The second pastor, the project leader, grew up in the community and continues to serve
the church.
The change in leadership caused the church to experience a series of setbacks.
Uncertainty surrounding the new pastor's ability to lead the church and unfortunate rumors
concerning the former pastor's resignation caused distrust among the congregation. Many left the
church, creating a sense of panic among the leadership. Unprepared for the transition challenges,
many within the church's leadership structure resigned and departed, leaving the remaining
congregants and leaders to reevaluate and restructure the church's ministry.
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The congregation regrouped under the care of the pastor and deacons. The church
regained momentum over the next four years and began new ministries. The church added two
lay-elders to the leadership team to assist the pastor with the congregation's spiritual health. The
addition of the elders permitted the deacons to return to their biblical responsibility of serving the
church. New Bible Study groups began on Sunday mornings and Wednesday evenings. Youth
and children's ministries began addressing the needs of young families in the community. The
church hosted monthly Family Nights during the summer months that helped introduce more
families into the church. Membership grew modestly.
The addition of a full-time youth and music pastor, and part-time children’s ministry
leader in 2010 helped strengthen the congregation. With two full-time staff members, a part-time
children’s leader, and a part-time secretary, the church moved in new directions to engage the
community. By 2011, both pastors led weekly prayer groups in the three local schools. The
relationships built through these groups with students, school staff, and parents supplied
opportunities for the church to reach the community. Crosspoint's engagement with the
community translated into significant ministry opportunities, and the church continued to grow
numerically and financially.
Every year the church's ministries expanded, increasing the number of baptisms and new
members. Crosspoint grew from 90 members in 2008 to more than 200 members by 2016. At the
end of 2016, the assistant pastor of youth and music resigned to accept another position in a local
church. The elders filled the vacant position with two part-time staff, one focused on music, the
other on youth ministry. Again, the leadership transition proved challenging, and the ministries
struggled as new leaders worked to earn trust. For the first time in years, the church experienced
declining attendance in 2017 and 2018.
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The following years proved equally challenging. A member of the staff suffered a moral
failure in 2019. After a period of church discipline and restoration efforts, the elders decided to
terminate his employment. The decision was difficult for the elders and the congregation. Shortly
after this, the COVID 19 pandemic forced the church's closure to public gatherings. The church
transitioned quickly to live streaming the weekly service. The church began gathering in person
again in June 2020 with a limited ministry schedule, but the pandemic continues to hinder
participation.
Distinctives
Crosspoint is elder led and deacon served. The church employs a full-time lead pastor, a
part-time music and media director, a part-time youth ministry leader, and a part-time ministry
assistant. Four lay elders assist the pastor and ministry leaders in caring for the congregation's
spiritual needs. Seven men serve the church as deacons.
The congregation gathers weekly for worship and Bible Study. Crosspoint meets in a
warehouse, creating a casual atmosphere perfectly suited to the church’s contemporary style.
Worship gatherings occur on Sunday mornings, and Bible Study on Wednesday evenings.
Additionally, four small groups meet at alternate times in various locations around the
community. Each group determines its own time and place. The church continues its ministries
to children and youth through weekly gatherings and special events throughout the year (e.g.,
Vacation Bible School, Fuge Youth Camps). Leaders continue to host weekly prayer and Bible
groups at the local schools. In 2019, Bible Studies designed to serve young single adults and
young married couples began.
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The close-knit nature of the community influences the church's personality. Most of the
congregation live, work, and serve in the community beyond the church's ministry.
Consequently, the practices that best capture the congregation's values work within the
community. The congregants participate regularly and passionately in community projects
outside the church's walls. These projects include workdays at the local schools as church
representatives, volunteering with youth sports leagues beyond parental obligations, feeding
students through a weekly backpack food program, and regularly partnering with community
groups to conduct community beautification projects.
Crosspoint's facility is a large, renovated warehouse with lots of open space conducive to
community events. Several groups outside the church use the facilities for practices, family
gatherings, weddings, and professional training. By allowing the community access to the
facilities at little or no cost, coupled with high visibility and partnership with community
organizations, the church created a positive reputation in its ministry context.
Problem Presented
Westmoreland was once a robust Christian community, with the churches serving as
focal points. Today, Westmoreland reflects the current national trends concerning the declining
influence of Christianity and the church in people's lives. Although many profess faith in Christ
and church attendance early in life, few continue to participate in church life. Today, concerns
over COVID 19 and rising infection rates in West Virginia contribute to the growing disconnect
from the church. Crosspoint is not immune to these realities.
As Crosspoint enters its 16th year of ministry, the church remains active but internal
attendance and baptism records indicate the church is declining. State governmental restrictions
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on worship gatherings caused by the pandemic skew the numbers for 2020, but evidence
supporting the researcher's assessment exists before compliance with the government's
regulations. While the decline of the church is difficult to accept, leadership cannot ignore the
reality. Aubrey Malphurs warns that an organization's failure to recognize and acknowledge this
evidence could impair the church's future work or lead to the church’s demise.16
Conversations initiated by the researcher with various church members revealed another
concern requiring attention. The problem involves an unclear vision for ministry. The passing of
time and an abundance of activity dilute the future picture of the church. Without a clear and
compelling vision, the staff, lay leaders, and church members could continue to experience slight
growth or possible decline.
While a full ministry calendar keeps the congregation busy, few consider the core values
motivating the activities. Recently, a staff member posed the question of why a particular
ministry existed. Only the pastor knew how and why the ministry started. After reflection, the
staff wondered about the validity of the specific ministry. The conversation demonstrated the
need to identify the core values that undergird the church's ministry efforts.
An active ministry schedule and complacency among leaders and congregants threaten a
realistic assessment of the church's health. It is time for the leaders of Crosspoint to lead the
church through the process of evaluating and reimagining how to fulfill the Great Commission
(Matt 28:19–20) and the Great Commandment (Matt 22:36–40). By taking the proactive step of
facing the changing landscape of Christian ministry in the 21st Century, and the uncertainty of
post-pandemic life, the church could breathe hope into an increasingly disengaged and

16

Aubrey Malphurs, Advanced Strategic Planning: A 21st-Century Model for Church and Ministry Leaders
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2013), 10.
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pessimistic culture through effective ministry. The process of reimagining the church's ministry
requires the church to undergo a time of strategic planning.17 The problem is that Crosspoint
Community Church in Huntington, West Virginia, has never developed or implemented a
strategic ministry plan.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this D. Min. project is to develop and implement a strategic ministry plan
at Crosspoint Community Church. Without a strategic plan, the church’s ministries operate
sporadically and impulsively. While these types of behavior can be beneficial at times, they are
not conducive to long-term health. Also, the absence of a strategic plan means ministry
responsibility often falls on a small percentage of the congregation, resulting in ministry burnout.
Failure to plan also means the underutilization of the congregation's giftings and resources for
ministry, resulting in diminished effectiveness.
The proposed project allows the coordinator to incorporate broad participation in the
development of a strategic plan. An inclusive process increases the potential for genuine
evaluation of the church's current ministry health, including attendance, baptisms, and financial
indicators. Furthermore, greater participation encourages creativity in ministry endeavors and
helps promote and facilitate the plan's implementation upon completion.
The project permits participants to evaluate and clarify the vision for ministry
collectively. After defining Crosspoint's future vision, project participants may help share the
vision with the rest of the congregation. Multiple voices regularly communicating the vision

17

Malphurs, Advanced Strategic Planning, 15, 18.
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creatively throughout the church's various ministries assist with greater adoption and ownership
of the vision within the congregation.
Identifying Crosspoint’s core values provides a better understanding of what fuels the
church’s ministries. By clarifying the church’s values, project participants can evaluate the
church's activity, align ministry efforts with the stated values, and allocate resources for ministry
more efficiently. Ministry alignment around the shared core values promotes greater cohesion
between the church's various ministries and will eliminate redundant efforts.
Basic Assumptions
The researcher assumes that developing and implementing a strategic ministry plan
properly could increase attendance, baptisms, and financial resources at Crosspoint Community
Church. The researcher, leadership, and congregation desire to see Crosspoint make an eternal
difference in people's lives. The researcher assumes generating new growth in the church will
enable the church to expand its ministry to the community.
The researcher assumes that project participants will reach unanimity on the church's
vision, mission, and core values. Furthermore, the researcher assumes the participants' agreement
regarding the goals and strategies to fulfill the church's mission and vision. The researcher
believes the strategic planning process will promote unity among the project participants and
congregation through aligning ministry efforts and resources. The researcher assumes reduced
competition among ministry leaders for human and financial resources will promote greater unity
among staff, elders, and congregants, thereby strengthening the church's testimony to the
community (John 13:35).
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The researcher assumes that post-COVID ministry will resume in a predictable manner.
Throughout the pandemic, several church attendees demonstrate hesitancy to participate in inperson ministry. The existence of a vaccine does not guarantee a return to pre-pandemic models
of ministry or a willingness to participate.
Definitions
Several terms appear throughout the project, which carry contextual definitions. To avoid
confusion, the researcher chose to define the following terms: strategic planning, elders, strategic
leadership team, mission, vision, and values.
Strategic Planning
Strategic planning is a process whereby a team of leaders work to envision or re-envision
and revitalize a church’s ministry. The process involves developing a biblical mission, creating a
compelling vision, and discovering the values that provoke the church to action. The process
continues with the development of a strategy to identify how the church will fulfill its mission
and vision.18 Crosspoint has never intentionally engaged in strategic planning which accounts for
the proposed purpose of this project.
Elders
Elders are biblically qualified men (1 Tim 3:1–7; Titus 1:6–9; 1 Pet 5:1–4) called by God
and appointed by the church to lead the church, teach, and preach the Word, protect the church
from false teachers, exhort and admonish the saints in sound doctrine, visit the sick and pray, and

18

Malphurs, Advanced Strategic Planning, 28.
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judge doctrinal issues.19 The elders of Crosspoint consist of four men who regularly meet to
pray, coordinate Bible teaching within the church, discuss issues impacting the spiritual maturity
of the church, and coordinate care for the sick and hurting within the congregation. The elders
also govern the operational affairs of the church and provide guidance to the deacons and
trustees.
Strategic Leadership Team (SLT)
A group of 15-20 leaders and representatives from the congregation charged with the task
of developing and implementing a strategic plan. The SLT, or designated representatives, are
responsible for evaluating the effectiveness of the strategic plan and making necessary changes
to ensure the ongoing success of the ministry.
Mission
A mission is a broad, brief, biblical statement of what God commands the church to do
(e.g., Matt 28:19–20).20 Crosspoint currently operates under the mission of the Great
Commandment, to Love God and love people (Matt 22:35–40).
Vision
George Barna defines vision as, "a clear mental image of a preferable future imparted by
God to his chosen servants to advance his kingdom based on an accurate understanding of God,
self, and circumstances."21 At Crosspoint, vision represents the dream of what the leadership
19

Alexander Strauch, Biblical Eldership: An Urgent Call to Restore Biblical Church Leadership (Littleton,
CO: Lewis & Roth, 1995), 16.
20
21

Malphurs, Advanced Strategic Planning, 111.

George Barna, The Power of Vision: Discover and Apply God’s Plan for Your Life and Ministry (Grand
Rapids, MI: Baker, 2018), 20.
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desires to accomplish. In recent years, it is the idea of sharing the gospel with every person
within a five-mile radius of the church.
Values
Values are the constant, biblical convictions that empower and guide the ministry.
Evangelism, discipleship, and worship are examples of values represented in the early church
and encouraged throughout the epistles (Acts 2:42–45).22 Values represent what is important to
the congregation. Worship is essential at Crosspoint. Consequently, the leadership places
tremendous emphasis and attention on planning and participating regularly in worship.
Limitations
The project requires group participation in the strategic planning process. While the
researcher may select individuals for the project, their willingness to participate is a limitation.
Also, the participants' schedules could limit their attendance at various times throughout the
process. The researcher may find it necessary to use technology to conduct virtual meetings to
accomplish project objectives.
Time is a potential limitation for this project. The process of developing and
implementing a strategic plan is time-consuming. The researcher anticipates the research phase
of the project to take up to nine months. Participants may lose enthusiasm and interest in the
project because of the time required to complete the research.
The use of questionnaires throughout the project can support the work of the researcher.
The project coordinator assumes the congregants selected will complete the questionnaires
truthfully and promptly; however, failure on the part of respondents could limit the effectiveness

22

Malphurs, Advanced Strategic Planning, 150.
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of the project. It is also important for participants to understand the subcategories of the project
(i.e., vision, mission, values) to assist in creating a productive outcome.
Another unique limitation of this project is the ongoing impact of the COVID 19
pandemic. Participants may contract the virus and need to withdraw. Government restrictions
could prohibit in-person meetings and church gatherings. These types of conditions would
inevitably hinder the research process.
Delimitations
The project's topic is developing and implementing a strategic ministry plan for
Crosspoint Community Church. The context chosen by the project leader is the church he
pastors. The coordinator intends to create a strategic leadership team of 15-20 members within
the church, including staff members, elders, deacons, one children's ministry leader, and two
women's ministry leaders. The ages and genders of the team will reflect the makeup of the
congregation. The teams' age could range from 23-57 years old. The coordinator intends to
include three women on the team. Team meetings will occur at the church's facility and
incorporate technology to permit participation if group members cannot be physically present.
Thesis Statement
If Crosspoint Community Church develops and implements a strategic ministry plan
correctly, it may experience a renewed sense of divine purpose and increase its gospel impact in
the Westmoreland community. By defining and articulating a compelling vision, mission, and
values for the church, the leaders can inspire and engage the congregation in reclaiming its Godgiven mission. A well-developed strategic ministry plan should aid Crosspoint in improving its
ministry health and, in turn, the Westmoreland community's spiritual health.
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CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Literature Review
Wim Dreyer believes one of the most significant challenges facing churches today is a
growing disregard for the church's importance in Christian life.23 A recent Barna Group study
supports Dreyer’s assertion by revealing that while many practicing Christians continue to read
the Bible and pray regularly, fewer continue to attend church.24 The decline in church attendance
adversely affects churches' health, forcing many to close each year. Strategic ministry planning is
a means church leaders use to combat these unfortunate trends. The following literature review
identifies essential components of a strategic ministry plan.
Vision
A foundational principle for strategic planning involves the development and
communication of a ministry vision. It is important people understand what it means to be the
church. The church is not a human endeavor. The church is an integral part of God’s plan to
redeem humanity and advance His kingdom. Cultivating that understanding falls to the church's
leadership, and the most significant ingredient leaders use in accomplishing this goal is vision.
A powerful vision can transform an organization. Researchers Joel Thiessen, Arch Chee
Keen Wong, Bill McAlpine, and Keith Walker claim when a congregation understands who they
are, where they came from, and where they are going, they reclaim their sense of divine

23
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purpose.25 Sadly, many visionless churches exist with no awareness of their need for direction.
Without a sense of purpose or direction, these churches may survive but not thrive. George
Barna believes the desperate state of visionless ministry demands leaders make developing and
articulating a clear vision the centerpiece of a church's ministry strategy.26
Vision is the ability to conceptualize a future that does not yet exist. Daniel Im concludes
a deep-seated conviction and relentless hope for a better tomorrow are vital to creating a
powerful vision.27 Such conviction helps produce a clear, challenging picture of a ministry's
future. Bob Agee explains that vision is not about maintaining the status quo but crafting a
compelling dream for the future that motivates people to action.28 The church becomes proactive
instead of reactive by focusing on the future.
Vision must start with God and involve faith. Barna contends that God imparts his vision
for the church, and leaders translate that vision into a practical ministry based on an accurate
understanding of God, self, and circumstances.29 A good vision reflects God's intended direction
and mission for the church. God's vision demands faith because its achievement is beyond the
capacity for human accomplishment and requires an ongoing dependence of leaders and
congregation alike on Divine care and guidance.
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Every church is unique and requires a vision customized to its ministry context. Despite
contextualization, compelling visions possess similar characteristics. A vision is useless if no one
can understand or remember it; therefore, a vision must be clear and concise. A clear vision
points to a primary goal that is readily identifiable to everyone. A concise vision is easily
presented and understood. Sooksan Kantabutra and Gayle Avery suggest a compelling vision
contains between 11-22 words, rendering the vision easy to communicate and remember.30 A
clear and concise statement helps convey the direction of the church to both members and the
community so they can understand and respond to it.
A practical vision is compelling. Agee suggests people want to repeat the vision because
it inspires enthusiasm, cooperation, and commitment.31 A vision should ignite passion and
challenge people to action. When a vision is compelling, it motivates leaders and the
congregation to try their best to achieve the desired outcome. Malphurs believes that a wellcrafted vision produces meaning in people's lives and provides them with a renewed sense of
divine purpose.32
A vision's efficacy and survival depend on how well leaders communicate the vision to
the congregation. Thiessen, Wong, McAlpine, and Walker recognize that wise leaders must
regularly share the vision, so everyone understands who the church is, where it is going, and how
the ministry works.33 The easiest and most direct way to communicate the vision is from the
pulpit. From the pulpit, the pastor becomes the primary communicator of the vision. The pastor
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cannot be alone in communicating the vision. The leadership team, both staff and laity, must also
regularly communicate the vision within their areas of influence. Unity among the leadership
around the vision promotes a greater unity among the congregation and increases the likelihood
that others will claim the vision as their own.
Communication of the vision is limited only by a lack of creativity among the leadership.
Creative leaders identify additional methods for communicating a ministry vision. Kevin Brosius
identifies a new members' class as a means of informing potential members of the church's
vision.34 Another idea uses visual images to share the vision. Malphurs argues that images serve
to remind people of the vision already expressed by other methods.35 The critical point is that
people within the church know the vision because they are integral to fulfilling it. Thom Rainer
and Eric Geiger encourage leaders to share the vision even when they are tired of doing it
because that is when people will just be in the first stages of understanding.36 Bill Wilson
acknowledges that healthy churches take every opportunity to convey their purpose and vision
because agreement around a vision is a necessary step toward congregational health.37
Mission
Identifying the church's mission is the second foundational component of strategic
planning. Clarifying the mission and developing vision are closely related and contribute to the
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overall health of a congregation. Wilson concludes that mission and vision are indispensable
because churches rarely survive without their influence driving the church forward.38
Malphurs defines the mission statement as a broad, biblical statement that focuses the aim
and energy of the church by answering the question: what is the church supposed to be doing?39
Welch believes the answer to this question is not contextual or unique; instead, God defines the
character and work of the Christian individual and church through the Great Commission (Matt
28:19–20).40 Through the Great Commission, Jesus instructs the apostles to "make
disciples…teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you" (Matt 28:19–20, ESV).
According to Jesus, helping people become fully committed, reproducing Christ-followers is the
church's mission.
Im adds the Great Commandment (Matt 22:36–40) to God's defined mission.41 Through
the Great Commandment, Jesus reveals the importance of loving God and others. Ed Stetzer and
Daniel Im believe the Great Commission and Great Commandment protect the church from
becoming self-serving by reminding her to continue reaching people and building God's
kingdom.42
Churches that flourish are clear about their mission. Leaders cannot assume that everyone
knows or understands the mission of the church. They must communicate the vision and mission
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regularly to the congregation. A written mission statement helps the leadership be specific and
aids with communicating it to the congregation. Brosius shares by articulating a clear mission
statement, leaders guard the church against straying away from God's mission.43
Values
Core values represent another crucial component of strategic planning. Im acknowledges
that every church possesses values that influence the way it accomplishes ministry.44 Core values
help leaders understand the essential character and culture of their ministry.
Core values are the unchanging core beliefs that empower and guide a ministry. Values
clarify why a church operates a specific way. Churches possess different personalities and
cultures distinct to their ministry context. Values make a church unique. Mancini explains how
the strategic planning process benefits from values discovery because it frees the church from
adopting the distinctives of other churches.45
Values represent what is most important to a church.46 When leaders identify the core
motivations dictating their actions, it lends credibility to their ministry and increases personal
involvement within the congregation. Shared values inspire people to action. Furthermore, core
values attract staff and ministry leaders that share the values of the church. According to
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Mancini, knowing the ministry's core values emboldens leaders to exercise creativity in
accomplishing ministry.47
While most of the authors did not suggest specific core values, Thiessen, Wong,
McAlpine, and Walker offer what they believe to be the bare minimum values to function as a
biblical church. Since consensus exists around the belief that the church's purpose is to make
disciples (Matt 28:19–20), discipleship, the process of helping believers grow spiritually and
translate their faith into daily living, must be a core value. Evangelism, the process of seeing
people get saved by coming to faith in the Lord, is another recommended core value. Their final
recommendation is partnerships with other congregations from the denomination, community,
and secular agencies.48 Remarking how people came to Christianity through practical and
physical expressions of Christian love, Dreyer adds to these recommendations the values of
charity, mutual support, and self-control.49
While every church possesses values, they are not always beneficial. Aspirational values
have the potential to disrupt a ministry. Aspirational values represent values that a church thinks
it needs to succeed. Often churches adopt these values from other churches that appear
successful. The weakness of aspirational values is that neither leaders nor people own or practice
them. Leaders need to focus on discovering the actual values of a ministry to promote cohesion
in the church. According to Malphurs, actual values represent the values and beliefs people own
and practice daily.50
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A second category of unhelpful values is accidental values. The name explains how these
values form in the life of a church, by accident. Accidental values can subtly influence a church’s
behavior and strategy contrary to the leadership’s goals. Im warns that accidental values rarely
positively serve the church.51
A church's core values are a vital part of its character. As with vision and mission, church
leaders must identify and communicate the core values to the congregation regularly. Thomasson
suggests that regular communication of the core values assists in uniting the church and shaping
its future.52
Strategy
After leaders develop a vision, define the mission, and discover a ministry's values, it is
time to develop a strategy to accomplish the vision and mission. Written mission and vision
statements are important but never come to fruition without an effective plan. The church must
know its mission, but it needs a well-prepared strategy to accomplish the task. A strategy is a
detailed plan defining how a church will achieve its mission. According to Brosius, a ministry
can minister effectively in a rapidly changing culture by thinking and acting purposefully.53
Churches are famous for creating an abundance of programs but often fail to implement a
strategy for managing all the programs. Dreyer believes strategic planning helps effectively
manage the programs and produce an atmosphere conducive to spiritual service and wise
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stewardship.54 An effective strategy should be specific yet remain general enough to invite
creativity and innovation while moving people toward more profound commitment levels as the
church moves toward the desired future.
Arguably, the greatest challenge leaders face in designing a strategy is narrowing the
focus of ministry efforts to accomplish the mission. A narrow ministry focus requires leaders to
say no to a lot of good ideas. According to Chris McChesney, Sean Covey, and Jim Huling, the
benefits of narrowing a strategy's focus include an increase in accountability and congregational
engagement.55 Limiting the strategic focus also protects against overcommitment, which
improves the overall health of leadership, the congregation, and the ministry. Leaders must
exercise discipline to remain focused on a simple strategy because of pressure to adopt new ideas
and programs.
No consensus beyond discipleship exists concerning what a strategic plan should
incorporate. Malphurs presents the most comprehensive list of recommended considerations for
formulating a strategic plan. His recommendations include community outreach, team building,
consideration of the ministry setting, and raising finances to accomplish the mission.56
Community outreach involves identifying the community, assessing the spiritual needs,
and developing ministry programs to meet the community's needs. It requires an outward focus
to make disciples of all people. Team building requires identifying competent persons, both
inside and outside the ministry, with the skills or teachability to engage in and carry out specific
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ministry tasks effectively.57 Consideration of the ministry setting ranges from the church
facility's geographical location to how the physical property's limitations will impact ministry
objectives. Restrictions might include parking, seating capacity, and the availability of
classrooms for discipleship classes. Financing involves communicating a biblical perspective on
finances through sermon series, Bible classes, and specialized training (e.g., Financial Peace,
Crown Financial Ministries). It also considers targeted giving campaigns inspired by the vision
and mission of the ministry.
A strategy is ineffective if not implemented. Implementation takes significant effort over
time. It requires sustained commitment. Proper implementation accomplishes the strategic plan,
maintains ministry momentum, and helps keep the congregation on task. Prayer is vital to
implementation. Wise leaders will communicate accomplishments, continually monitor the
progress of strategic goals, and evaluate strategic effectiveness. Rick Rouse suggests leaders can
make strategic adjustments along the way to promote greater efficiency and ministry success by
maintaining a continual evaluation process.58
Strategy without vision is ineffective, powerless, inept, and unproductive. A welldeveloped strategy framed by a clear, biblical vision will guide the church toward a desired
future, making it visible to the world. Congregations flourish when they think and act
purposefully in the fulfillment of their mission and vision.
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Strategic Leadership
Strategic leadership is arguably the most significant influence on the strategic planning
process. Leadership is the art and practice of exerting influence on the behavior and beliefs of
others. Consequently, leaders shape the church's culture by casting the vision, articulating the
mission, discovering the values, and developing the strategy that moves the ministry forward.59
A leader's influence is unmistakable and requires humility, accountability, and continual
dependence on God.
While God imparts vision to the primary leader, the leader must not take sole
responsibility for casting the core values or vision. Malphurs points to biblical evidence to
demonstrate that team leadership is healthier than solo leadership (e.g., Moses – Jethro, Exod.
18:24–26; Jesus and the disciples, Mark 3:13–14; Paul and ministry teams, Acts 11:22–30, 13:2–
3; 5; 15:40; 16:1–3).60 From a leadership perspective, the advantages of team leadership are
numerous. Team leadership can have a broad and positive cultural impact. Teams encourage
greater efficiency within a ministry. Communication improves within a ministry when more
people are aware of activities within the church. Team leadership engenders accountability.
Leadership teams cultivate a balanced approach to ministry. Lastly, Dockery suggests team
leadership ensures continuity of ministry by enabling the church to function without becoming
pastor dependent.61
Organizations achieve more when people work together. Senior leaders and staff should
invite talented, committed members of the congregation to develop the Strategic Ministry Plan
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for the church. In creating a strategic leadership team, Rouse recommends leaders need to
identify innovative people who are open to new ideas, respected by their peers, and spiritually
sound.62 Leveraging the influence of faithful church servants promotes greater involvement as
they take ownership of the process. James Berkley recognizes allowing people responsible for
implementing the plan to have a voice in the process is wise and promotes more significant
commitment.63
A vital aspect of strategic leadership is leadership development. Leaders must make
leadership development a priority within the ministry. Leadership training includes initial
training, ongoing training, and direction as they lead. Training ensures they understand the core
values, mission, and vision of the church. According to Brosius, it provides potential leaders with
the opportunity to accept responsibility to serve under the church's established strategy.64 Formal
training is essential, but mentoring is a useful tool for educating and equipping future leaders.
Through mentorship, seasoned leaders pass on valuable knowledge gained through the crucible
of experience.
Christian leadership is a distinctive type of leadership grounded in a Christ-centered
mission. The Great Commission and Great Commandment form the mission of the church and
leadership. While leadership involves defining the vision, setting priorities, and accepting
responsibility for the ministry, leaders must always remember the focus of their calling is people,
not just strategies and programs.
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Conclusion
The literature review identifies the essential components of a strategic ministry plan
agreed upon by authors on the subject. As research demonstrates that most churches are
plateaued or declining, authors agree that strategic ministry planning can restore vitality, improve
the health of a congregation, and increase ministry effectiveness. Vision, mission, values,
strategy, and strategic leadership contribute significantly to this process. Crosspoint Community
Church in Huntington, West Virginia is declining. If Crosspoint Community Church creates and
implements a strategic ministry plan, it may achieve greater ministry effectiveness.
Theological Foundations
Though the Bible does not explicitly mention strategic planning, evidence for strategic thinking
and acting abounds. Some Old Testament examples include Moses leading the Israelites out of
Egypt (Exodus 3–12), and their wilderness wanderings; Joshua's leading and settling the
Israelites in the Promised Land (Joshua); the accounts of Ezra and Nehemiah leading exiles back
to Jerusalem to rebuild the temple, the city walls, and promote spiritual renewal among the
people (Ezra–Nehemiah). The examples continue in the New Testament with Jesus calling the
twelve (Mark 3:13–16; Luke 6:12–16), establishing the church (Matt 16:18), and commissioning
the disciples (Matt 28:19–20; Mark 16:15; Luke 24:46–48; Acts 1:8). All these examples supply
evidence of strategic planning. When studied, each account reveals God’s involvement in
initiating and directing events through individuals and groups of people to accomplish His
intended purposes.
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Beginning with Creation, one sees God working strategically to bring order to His
universe.65 His divine work did not end at creation. Scriptures testify that God is directly
involved with the continuation of His creation and acts to preserve and guide His creation to His
intended purposes (Acts 17:28; Col 1:16–17; Heb 1:3). Theologians refer to this ongoing work as
God’s providence.66
Wayne Grudem defines God’s providence as follows: “God is continually involved with
all created things in such a way that he (1) keeps them existing and maintaining the properties
with which he created them; (2) cooperates with created things in every action, directing their
distinctive properties to cause them to act as they do; and (3) directs them to fulfill his
purposes.”67 While God is capable of accomplishing His purposes independently, Grudem’s
definition indicates that God, in His providence, chooses to work through and in cooperation
with His creation. It further implies that God’s work is not conducted randomly or by chance, but
strategically with an intended purpose. The providence of God is a theological foundation for
strategic ministry planning (Neh 2:20).
As demonstrated, one can identify a plethora of examples demonstrating God’s
providential work through His creation. The remainder of this section will focus on the account
of Nehemiah’s rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem, specifically chapters one through six, as a
demonstration of God’s providence through the means of Nehemiah’s strategic leadership.
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Nehemiah provides a concise record of a focused leader combining trust in God with precise
planning, careful organization, and intentional action to accomplish a definable mission.68
Nehemiah begins by introducing the problem he will strategically resolve through the
authority and help of God. In the twentieth year of King Artaxerxes of Persia, Nehemiah, a
Jewish exile serving as cupbearer to the king, receives the disturbing report that the inhabitants
of Jerusalem, “are in great distress and reproach, and the wall of Jerusalem is broken down and
its gates are burned with fire” (Neh 1:3). The report distresses Nehemiah causing him to respond
with a plea to God’s providential care and action because he knows the vulnerability of his
countrymen to attack from the surrounding peoples.69
Nehemiah’s opening prayer reveals a great deal about God’s providence. Nehemiah
acknowledges God’s sovereignty by identifying Him as the “God of heaven, the great and
awesome God (1:5). He then confesses the sins of the people in betraying their covenant
commitment, implying that God is the wronged party and able to provide forgiveness (vv. 6–7,
10). He continues by reminding God of His word in anticipation of God keeping His promises
(vv. 8–9), and concludes by asking God to take action on behalf of His people by granting him
success before the king (v. 10).70 Throughout his account, Nehemiah prays often (e.g., 1:5–11;
2:4; 4:4–5; 6:9, 14) readily requesting and acknowledging God’s involvement in the work and
lives of His people (e.g., 2:8, 18, 20; 4:14–15; 6:16).71
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Following his prayer, Nehemiah begins to think and act strategically with God’s
guidance. A clear purpose, or mission is foundational to strategic planning. Rebuilding “the city
of my fathers’ tombs” is Nehemiah’s mission (2:5). Nehemiah understands his plans as those that
“my God was putting into my mind to do for Jerusalem” (2:12). Nehemiah’s admission
recognizes God’s authority to determine the mission of His people. His confidence in God’s
authority and commission leads to his bold declarations of success before undertaking the work
(2:8, 18, 20).72
Equally important to strategic planning is a clear and compelling vision of the future that
moves people to action. Being convinced of his mission, Nehemiah embraces a vision for
Jerusalem and its inhabitants. After discreetly inspecting the damaged walls and gates, Nehemiah
communicates the vision to community leaders. He said, “You see the bad situation we are in,
that Jerusalem is desolate and its gates burned by fire. Come, let us rebuild the wall of Jerusalem
that we may no longer be a reproach” (2:17). In communicating the vision, Nehemiah assured
the people of God’s involvement and the king’s favor (2:18).73 Compelled by Nehemiah’s vision,
the people respond positively, “Let us arise and build” (2:18). Through developing and
communicating a compelling vision, Nehemiah moved the people to action.74
Prior to speaking with the king or arriving in Jerusalem, Nehemiah, guided by God,
began the process of strategic planning. He gave the king a definitive time frame to accomplish
the work and requested letters from the king to secure necessary resources to accomplish the
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work (2:6–8).75 He surveyed the damage and formulated a plan for delegating the responsibility
for construction before recruiting the laborers (2:11–15). He recruited laborers through sharing
the mission and vision God gave him (2:18). He divided the labor into logical units, such as
family units working on portions of the wall and gates adjacent to their homes (3).76 At each
stage of the process, Nehemiah acknowledged God’s providence.
Despite being on mission for God, Nehemiah faced crises and opposition. Rather than
become discouraged and abandon the work, Nehemiah sought God’s help. Nehemiah met each
challenge by adjusting the strategic plan and continuing the work. The first challenge Nehemiah
faced was the threat of physical violence. Nehemiah takes two actions to combat the threat. First,
he turned to God in prayer seeking divine justice against his enemies (4:4–6). His prayer
demonstrates a passion for God’s work and honor. Nehemiah believed that building the wall was
God’s work, so any opposition was against God.77 Second, Nehemiah posted armed guards in the
lower portions of the wall (4:13) and armed the workers (4:16–20). With a defensive plan in
place, Nehemiah exhorted the people to “remember the Lord who is great and awesome” (vs. 14)
because “Our God will fight for us” (vs. 20). The enemies of God’s people lost heart and their
plan came to nothing because “God frustrated their plan” (4:15).78 Nehemiah’s words and actions
once again reflect God’s providential care for His people.
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Nehemiah 5 records a different threat to the work of rebuilding. Nehemiah became aware
that some of the people were unable to purchase food because of high-interest debts acquired
during a time of famine. The creditors were members of the same community, so the threat
represented a division of the people involved in carrying out the work. Nehemiah confronted the
conflict by appealing to the Law which permitted the lending of money to fellow Jews but
prohibited charging interest (Exod 22:25), and his personal example of conducting the work at
the cost of personal sacrifice (5:10–18). Nehemiah’s trust in God’s help and guidance from His
word, resulted in the people agreeing to end the practice and make full restitution of the interest
associated with the debts (5:12). Nehemiah asks God to remember him “for good, according to
all that I have done for this people” (vs. 19) indicating his confidence that his actions were in
good faith and keeping with God’s purpose.79
Nehemiah’s adversaries, Tobiah and Sanballat, renew their opposition to the work by
focusing their attack directly at Nehemiah. They attempt to lure him into traps so they can harm
him (6:2, 10–14). The two men tried to publicly ruin Nehemiah’s character by accusing him of
wanting to be king (6:5–7). Nehemiah responds to their threats by turning again to God (5:9, 14).
Once again, Nehemiah placed his life and work into the hands of God, leaving the outcome to
Him.80
The result of God providentially working through Nehemiah’s strategic leadership
resulted in walls neglected for years being rebuilt in fifty-two days (6:15). The completion of the
work was an incredible accomplishment. True to his testimony throughout the memoir,
Nehemiah had no intention of claiming personal success. Rather, he reveals that the enemies of
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God’s people “lost their confidence” because they realized God was responsible for completing
the work (vs. 16).81
Conclusion
Nehemiah’s account of rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem provides strong support for the
practice of strategic planning in ministry. Nehemiah identifies a clear mission, casts a compelling
vision, and strategically acts to accomplish both by planning for resources, strategically
organizing the labor, adjusting for the defense of the people, and persevering in the work until
completion. While Nehemiah proves an excellent strategic leader, he rightfully credits God with
the successful completion of the work. Nehemiah recognizes God’s providence throughout the
entire process. It was God’s mission (2:12) and God accomplished the work through His people
(6:16). The God who providentially worked through Nehemiah to accomplish His mission is
providentially working through His creation, particularly the church, to fulfill His mission, the
making of disciples (Matt 28:19–20). Strategic planning is one tool, given by God, to accomplish
the work.
Theoretical Foundations
Strategic planning is crucial to the long-term success of an organization. According to
Agee, formal, systematic, comprehensive, participative, flexible planning shapes an institution's
sense of direction.82 Although various strategic planning models exist, there is no one perfect
strategic planning process or model. Each organization must determine which approach meets its
members' needs, the organization's current situation, and its purpose in planning.
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Conventional Strategic Planning
The most used model for strategic planning is the conventional model. The conventional
model is ideal for organizations with sufficient resources to pursue the leadership's visions and
goals. The process is useful for achieving long-term goals by creating efficient strategies
developed around clear vision, mission, and values statements.
The conventional planning model involves identifying individuals to participate in the
development of the organization's strategic plan. Ideally, these individuals will be part of the
organization's leadership structure but should include individuals expected to carry out the
strategies developed through the process. Once the planning team is in place, the next step
involves creating a vision statement that depicts the organization's desired future.
The second phase requires the planning team to develop a mission statement that
communicates the purpose of the organization's existence. The mission statement explains what
the organization is working to accomplish. In the church's case, it is the Great Commission (Matt
28:19–20) given by Jesus.
Identifying the core values of the organization is the next step in conventional planning.
A values statement is essential because it recognizes the driving factors behind the organization's
work. With the vision, mission, and values statements in place, the team can develop strategies to
accomplish its mission and vision. Other factors considered through the conventional planning
process include the existence of necessary resources (financial and human), the environment
(facilities), and evaluation processes of the implementation of the plan.83
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As developed by Malphurs, the conventional model is the model identified by the
researcher for use in this project's development.84 The conventional model's systematic and
comprehensive structure best suits the project's intended purpose, developing and implementing
a strategic ministry plan at Crosspoint Community Church. As Agee asserts, "the more
comprehensive the plan, the better the chance that the institution/organization will move
forward."85
Issues-Based Strategic Planning
Organizations that already have a conventional strategic plan often evolve to using issuebased planning. Issues-based planning works best for organizations with several significant
issues to address quickly. The issues-based model allows the organization to create a plan for
addressing immediate issues without undergoing a prolonged process. These plans provide shortterm solutions. Some consider the issues-based model an internal planning model rather than a
formal strategic plan.
The first step in issue-based planning involves conducting a SWOT analysis. SWOT is an
acronym for strength, weakness, opportunities, and threats. A SWOT analysis is a useful tool for
identifying the issues. John Kagumu believes a detailed SWOT analysis helps an organization
realize the factors it can control and act on them.86 The study helps identify and prioritize the
major issues and goals for the organization.
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After identifying the issues requiring attention, organizational leadership can design
strategies or programs to address the problems. The development of these strategies may require
the organization to update its mission, vision, and values statements to ensure alignment. Next,
the planners must establish action plans to implement the programs and accomplish the work.
The action plan should include measurable objectives, identify necessary resources, and outline
the roles and responsibilities required for implementation.87
Organic Strategic Planning
Organic strategic planning is a self-organizing process designed to be less mechanical
and confining than conventional planning. Proponents of organic planning view organizations as
dynamic systems that are always changing. Organic planning allows flexibility for group
members to self-organize around a shared vision and values.88
Organic planning is collaborative and requires the involvement of a broad group within
the organization. The first step in the process is clarifying and articulating the organization's
cultural values. To accomplish this task, the group identifies perceived cultural values within the
organization, refines the list of values, and prioritizes the values. A useful tool in this process is
storyboarding.89 Once the organization's values are clear, the group develops a vision for the
organization.
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Everyone is responsible for determining the actions or strategies they will use to
accomplish the vision within the organization's value structure. Organic planning requires
regular meetings to discuss what processes individuals are using, their effectiveness, and
potential adjustments. According to Rheaume and Gardoni, the focus of organic planning is less
about methodology and more on learning and growth.90
Alignment Model of Strategic Planning
The alignment model of planning is an internal process designed to ensure alignment
between an organization's mission and its resources. An organization may choose the alignment
model because it is experiencing several issues contributing to inefficiency. The alignment
process helps fine-tune the organization's strategies and improve efficiency.
Alignment begins with the planning group outlining the organization's mission,
programs, and resources. The next step involves identifying the programs and processes that are
working and which ones need adjustment. The group then develops strategies for making the
necessary adjustments to ensure the organization's programs, processes, and resources align to
accomplish the desired mission. If a comprehensive strategic plan exists, leadership should
incorporate the adjustments identified and implemented through the existing plan's alignment
planning process.
Summary
A review of precedent literature demonstrates the value of organizational strategic
planning. Although some view strategic planning with skepticism as a secular exercise, the Bible
identifies God as the originator of strategic planning. God intends His people to creatively and
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purposefully think and act in the world. Church leaders desiring to honor God should learn to
think and act purposefully in the church through using strategic planning.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Strategic ministry planning is not new. Resources exist to assist church and ministry
leaders in the development and implementation of a strategic plan. Crosspoint Community
Church has never undertaken the task of developing a strategic ministry plan. The following
chapter describes the process the project coordinator intends to use to develop and implement a
strategic ministry plan at Crosspoint Community Church. The coordinator plans to use
Malphurs’ work on strategic planning as a framework for the intervention design.91
Intervention Design
The researcher plans to begin the research portion of the project following IRB approval.
The researcher anticipates completing the project within three to four months. Upon receiving
approval from the IRB, the researcher will form a strategic leadership team (SLT) to assist in
developing and implementing a strategic plan. The SLT will consist of 15-20 individuals,
representing approximately ten percent of the congregation, and every church ministry. The SLT
will meet at least two times per month throughout the process.
Description of Participants
The SLT will include the church's formal leadership; these are the elders, staff, deacons,
and trustees. The researcher will select ministry leaders not represented by these groups to serve
on the team. Proposed nominees include three women’s ministry leaders, two children’s ministry
leaders, and a music and media team representative. The researcher will conduct one formal
meeting with the individuals identified to present the project's purpose, expectations for the team
and answer questions. The project leader will request a formal, signed agreement from
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individuals desiring to participate (Appendix A). Upon agreement of participation, the team will
establish a meeting schedule to include at least two meetings per month throughout the process.
Development Process
The researcher, who is the church pastor, will introduce the project to the congregation
through a seven-week sermon series from Nehemiah (Appendix B). Each sermon will present a
different aspect of the process and the biblical reasoning for the tasks. Upon completing the
series, the congregation should understand the problem, the proposed planning process, know the
identity of the SLT, be aware of potential challenges, and commit to supporting the strategic
planning process.
Before the first official session, the researcher will distribute a Church-Ministry Analysis
questionnaire to the SLT (Appendix C). The team will complete and submit the analysis to the
researcher, who will record results and present the findings during the first session. The analysis
results provide a foundational understanding of the team from which to begin the strategic
planning process. After the first session, the researcher will provide team members with reading
material that defines and explains the importance of identifying a church's mission statement.
The next session(s) will focus on creating a mission statement for the church. The
researcher will use storyboarding as the primary means of recording team interaction during the
sessions. The team will begin the session by sharing insights gained through the assigned
reading. Following the review, the team will answer the questions, what is the church supposed
to be doing? Whom is the church to serve? How will the church help them? Based on the
responses, the team will begin crafting a mission statement for the church. The researcher will
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assign the team homework of reviewing and refining the rough draft of the mission statement
and reading materials that define and explain the importance of creating a vision statement.
During the next session, the team will review any proposed revisions of the mission
statement for consideration. The team will approve and finalize the mission statement. Second,
the team will begin work to create a vision statement. Utilizing storyboarding, the team will
answer how they might envision or describe the ideal church. The team will attempt to
summarize the recorded responses into a one-sentence vision statement. The researcher will
assign the team the tasks of reviewing and refining the vision statement, reading materials
defining and describing core values, and completing a Core Values Audit (Appendix D) before
the next session. The SLT will present the mission statement to the congregation.
Next, the team will focus on identifying the church’s core values. Before beginning work
on identifying the core values, the team will present and consider editorial suggestions for the
vision statement. The team will approve and finalize the vision statement. The researcher will
deliver the audit results to the team. The team will determine if the audit represents an accurate
assessment of the church’s values (actual values versus aspirational values). Next, the team will
narrow the list of values to five or six for inclusion in a values statement. The team will work to
create and approve a values statement during this session. The researcher will assign reading for
the team focused on strategy development. The SLT will present the vision and values
statements to the congregation.
After the mission, vision, and values statements are complete, the team will begin the
strategy development phase of the project. Strategy development requires multiple sessions. The
researcher will use the session to review the team’s completed work and the five crucial strategy
development stages. The team will need to determine how many sessions strategy development
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will require, how often the group will meet, and any additional resources necessary to complete
the task. During this session, the researcher will provide the team with demographic information
for both the community and the congregation. During this session, the team will decide if a
community survey is appropriate for the first stage of strategy development, identifying the
church’s target audience. Most of the team live, work, and play in the community; therefore, they
may not feel it is necessary to conduct a community survey. However, if the team determines the
task warrants a survey, the researcher will present the team with a survey for use (Appendix E).
SLT members will distribute the specified number of surveys via the mail with a self-addressed,
stamped envelope for completion and return to the church.
Based on the community and the congregation's demographic studies, along with any
returned surveys (if applicable), the team will identify the target audience during this session.
After identifying the target audience, the SLT will evaluate current ministries to determine if
they align with the church’s mission and values. Using storyboarding, the team will identify all
the church’s ministries. Once identified, the team will work through each ministry, answering the
following questions, how many people participate, does it accomplish the church’s stated
mission, does it align with the church’s stated values? The process will enable the team to
consider the addition or elimination of ministries that will improve the church's ministry
effectiveness.
During the sessions following the team’s work to identify how to accomplish the
church’s mission, the team will turn its attention to the church's leadership structure. Fulfillment
of the proposed ministry strategy developed in the previous session may require the realignment
of staff and leadership responsibilities. The SLT will make recommendations for assigning
ministry responsibilities among the staff and leadership. The team’s recommendations may
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require adding staff or eliminating staff; these recommendations will require further investigation
through the elders. The church’s constitution and by-laws empower the elders to make these
decisions, not the SLT. During this stage of the process, the elders will share the current
evaluation process for the staff. The team can help the elders determine if this is a useful tool
and, if necessary, help design a better evaluation tool for the staff. Again, the constitution and
by-laws require the elders to conduct staff evaluations.
The next phase of strategy development involves evaluating the ministry setting. The
church owns and operates a building in the Westmoreland district of Huntington, West Virginia.
Using the team’s proposed ministries, the group must determine if the current property’s
condition and structure are suitable for the proposed plan. The researcher will present the
existing blueprints and plans of the facility to the SLT. The researcher will take the team on a
guided tour of the facility with blueprints to help them envision the completed work. After the
tour, the team will use storyboarding to identify potential revisions to the blueprints to fulfill the
mission. Upon completion of recommended changes, the team will list current concerns with the
physical property. The team will recommend potential means of improving the physical property
(e.g., church workdays, creating a priority list, consulting contractors) for consideration by the
trustees. The constitution and by-laws empower the trustees with oversight of the physical
properties.
The final session focused on strategy development deals with the finances of the church.
The researcher will present the church’s current budget to the SLT and a treasurer’s report of the
church’s financial situation. After reviewing the information, the team will evaluate the current
budget, considering the proposed ministry strategy. The team will identify and recommend
changes for the next fiscal year. The researcher will record the recommendations of the SLT and
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present them to the treasurer. The researcher will solicit suggestions from the team for improving
giving within the congregation. After receiving ideas, the researcher will facilitate developing a
prioritized list of the team’s recommendations. Upon completing this session, the researcher will
create a written account of the team’s decisions and submit them to the team for review and
potential refinement. The team will approve the proposed strategic plan and present it to the
congregation before implementation.
Implementation
Once the SLT approves the strategic plan, the team will decide how to implement the
plan. Since the SLT represents all the church’s ministries and leaders, the team will designate
representatives to create action plans for each ministry. The team will work through the proposed
list of ministries identified during the strategic planning phase. For each ministry, the ministry
leader will identify objectives for the ministry in cooperation with the team. Each objective will
contain specific goals with proposed action plans to achieve the goal. The ministry leader will
assign responsibility for carrying out the action plan and establish a timeline for completion. The
SLT will appoint team members to assist the ministry leader through accountability. The
researcher will record and maintain these action plans for review and evaluation purposes. Once
every ministry leader completes the process, the SLT will develop an evaluation process to
employ at a date of their choosing.
Evaluation
The SLT will develop an evaluation process to determine the effectiveness of the
strategic plan and its implementation. The team will assist in determining the responsible parties
for conducting regular evaluations. The team will help decide who and what will be evaluated.
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Next, they will assist in deciding how to conduct evaluations and how often they need to occur.
Several resources exist for conducting staff and ministry evaluations. The researcher will provide
a sample for evaluating staff and ministries (Appendices F and G).
Summary
The proposed intervention is to develop and implement a strategic ministry plan for
Crosspoint Community Church. Due to the nature of action research and the project's
collaborative dynamic, the researcher acknowledges the necessity of a fluid intervention process.
The intervention design proposed represents the researcher’s effort to establish a framework for
conducting the project.
Implementation of the Intervention Design
The project leader received IRB approval and identified twenty-one individuals as
potential participants in the project. The number of individuals represents approximately thirteen
percent of the congregation. Each person represents a specific ministry or target group within the
church. The following is a breakdown of the various ministries and groups represented: four
elders, seven deacons, three trustees, four staff members, two children’s ministry leaders, three
women’s ministry leaders, three music and media volunteers, two youth ministry leaders, five
small group leaders, and four new members (joined within the last three years).92
The project leader invited the individuals to an informational meeting to formally invite
their participation in the project. The information presented during the meeting included: (1) the
purpose of the project, to develop and implement a strategic ministry plan for the church; (2) an
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imperative for the project, because the church does not have a strategic plan; (3) a biblical
example of strategic planning from Nehemiah; (4) an invitation to participate in the project. The
individuals received a copy of the Strategic Leadership Team Agreement (Appendix A) which
outlines the expectations of the team members and an invitation to prayerfully consider
participation in the project. Twenty invitees agreed to participate in the project with one
declining due to schedule demands.
Before concluding, the SLT made four decisions concerning the project: first, the group
determined the planning sessions would occur on Sunday evenings at the church; second, the
group decided to reduce the number of proposed sessions from twelve to six by increasing the
length of each session from one and a half hours to three hours and combining two sessions into
one; third, the group decided at least fifteen members of the SLT be present for each session;
fourth, the team decided to delay the sermon series to introduce the project until a future time.
The SLT agreed to convene for the first official session the following Sunday. The meeting
concluded with prayer and each participant signing and returning the Strategic Leadership Team
Agreement. The meeting closed with prayer for guidance, wisdom, unity, and courage to
complete the task of strategic planning.
Session One
The first SLT session opened in prayer with twenty members present. The session
objectives included: (1) reviewing attendance, (2) baptism and giving averages for the previous
five years (2016–2020), (3) completing a Church Ministry Analysis (CMA, appendix C), and (4)
start crafting a Mission statement using storyboarding. The project coordinator used a
PowerPoint presentation to review the purpose of the project, define important terms for the
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session, present the session objectives, and explain the process of storyboarding (Appendix J.1).
First, he identified the goal of the project, to create a Strategic Ministry Plan for Crosspoint
Community Church. Second, he defined Strategic Ministry Plan as, “a fourfold process that a
point leader works through with a team of leaders to envision or re-envision and revitalize their
church by developing a biblical mission and a compelling vision, discovering its core values, and
crafting a unique and authentic strategy to accomplish the mission and vision.”93
To emphasize the relevance of the task, the coordinator shared the attendance (fig. 3.1),
baptism (fig. 3.2), and giving data (fig. 3.3) from the previous five years. Using a whiteboard, the
leader illustrated Malphurs discussion of the life cycle of churches and the Sigmoid curve (Scurve) to demonstrate the proposition that strategic planning helps plateaued and declining

Figure 3.1. Average Monthly Attendance, 2016–2020
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Figure 3.2. Annual Baptisms, 2016–2020
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churches create a new S-curve to
revitalize the church (fig. 3.4).94 By
plotting points on the life cycle graph,
the church’s move toward decline
became evident to the team. The group
affirmed the importance of the
strategic planning process for the
church.
Next, the project leader shared
the sessions objectives and explained

Figure 3.3. Annual Tithes and Offerings, 2016–2020

the process of storyboarding the team would use
throughout the project. Storyboarding
is a two-step process. First, it involves
the team brainstorming concepts,
words, or ideas related to the team’s
objectives. Second, the team refines
the list to develop strategic concepts,
words, or ideas to accomplish the
stated objective (e.g., develop a

Figure 3.4. The Life Cycle of a Church

Mission statement).
Once the group understood the process of storyboarding, the leader moved to the primary
objective of the session, crafting a Mission statement. To begin the process, he defined a Mission
94
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statement as, “a broad, brief, biblical statement of what God commands the church to do.”95 A
discussion of The Great Commission (Matt 28:19–20) and Great Commandment (Matt 22:37–
39) supplied biblical examples in support of developing a mission statement.
Before commencing the brainstorming session, the team received copies of the CMA
questionnaire along with examples of Mission statements reproduced from Malphurs’ work. The
team took a break to complete the CMA and review the sample statements provided. Upon
resuming the session, members returned their completed CMA questionnaires. The group then
transitioned into the brainstorming phase of creating a Mission statement.
When asked to identify the church’s current Mission Statement, the group responded with
two phrases used frequently in the church. The first is “Love God, Love People” and the second
is “That every man, woman, and child have an opportunity to hear and respond to the Gospel.”96
Following a brief discussion on the repetition of these phrases, the group began listing ideas for
consideration in a mission statement. The SLT identified the following phrases: make disciples,
love God, love people, follow the Great Commission, go, teaching, baptizing, serving. The group
then undertook the task of defining the terms to ensure everyone understood what each phrase
represented. Biblical means the subject, definition, or response is related to or contained in the
Bible. Disciples are fully devoted followers, students, workers, believers in Christ, mature,
servants who share their faith. Love means unconditional, sacrificial, and teaching truth. Serve
means to meet needs, others first, family, meeting physical, emotional, spiritual, social, and
financial needs. Teaching represents mentoring, friend, being an example, or a guide. Baptism
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means to full immersion by water. Obedience indicates following God’s instructions, knowing
what to obey, listening, surrendering self.
The next step required the group to begin creating a mission statement from the phrases
and definitions listed. The following list of statements was the result of the SLT for Crosspoint
Community Church:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Make Christ known.
Develop fully devoted followers of Christ.
To glorify and make Christ known.
Our mission is to glorify God through proclaiming Christ so all may become fully
devoted followers of Christ.
5. Our mission is to share Christ so that others may become followers of Him.
6. Our mission is to love God and love others so they may know Christ.
7. Our mission is to make fully devoted followers of Christ who love God and others.
The project leader instructed the group to take the list of proposed statements and continue to
refine them so the statement could be finalized in the next session. The session concluded with
prayer.
Session Two
The second session opened in prayer with fifteen members present. The project
coordinator began the session with a PowerPoint presentation restating the purpose of the
project, outlining the session’s objectives, and defining terms pertinent to the session (Appendix
J.2). The session’s objectives included: (1) reviewing the results of the completed CMA
(Appendix C), (2) continuing to craft and refine a Mission statement, and (3) begin creating a
Vision statement using storyboarding.
Nineteen members of the team completed the CMA during the first session. The project
leader recorded the responses of the team with assistance from an SLT member. The team
received a copy of the results to review during the session. The team discussed each question and
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response during the review process. Most of the group identified the church as plateaued or
declining. Consequently, one question received during the review led to prolonged discussion.
The question was, “what causes people to leave churches?” Members shared their experiences
and causes for leaving previous churches. Some reasons included leadership failures, doctrinal
disagreements, changing needs (e.g., growing families and no ministries to meet the perceived
needs), and the individual’s indifference to church participation at the stage of life. The project
leader addressed the issue of ministry engagement with the team. Responses to question eight of
the CMA identified the lack of ministry engagement by volunteers, lay leaders, and staff
members as negatively impacting the church’s ministry. After reminding the group of their
purpose, he encouraged the team as leaders within the church to commit to engaging beyond the
project. He reminded the group that people follow leadership that demonstrates commitment and
urgency to the Mission and Vision being created. If the SLT is not committed or does not value
the Mission and Vision of the church, no one else will.
After review and discussion of the CMA, the team returned to the working versions of the
Mission statements created during the previous session. Prior to the session, the project leader
became aware of another church in the state that recently completed the strategic planning
process. A staff member of Crosspoint came from the church following their completion of the
strategic process. He recommended the team visit that church’s website as an example of what
the group was working to accomplish.97 The team reviewed the website during the session. The
website included the church’s Mission and Vision statements, identified the church’s values, and
explained their proposed strategy. After reviewing the other church’s website, one team member
requested the team visit Crosspoint’s website for review. Some team members admitted having
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never visited the church’s website while others acknowledged a significant absence since last
visiting the site. After reviewing Crosspoint’s website, the team voted by majority consensus to
retain the current Mission statement of the church, “At Crosspoint our mission is to love God and
love people.”98 The team believed most people already understood loving God and loving people
as the church’s mission and felt it unwise and unnecessary to create confusion by redefining the
mission of Crosspoint. Team members emphasized the importance of communicating the
approved Mission statement regularly and proposed creating visual aids to assist in
communicating it to the congregation and guests.
With the mission statement decided, the team turned its attention to the next objective,
storyboarding to create a vision statement. Before beginning the process, the leader returned to
the slide presentation to define vision. He defined Vision as, “a clear, challenging picture of the
future of a ministry, as you believe it can and must be.”99 To assist in the process, the leader
shared Will Mancini’s “Five C’s for developing a vision”: Clear – can a young person
understand the vision?, Concise – can it be stated in one breath?, Compelling – does it inspire
people to get involved?, Catalytic – does is inspire people to action?, Contextual – does this
communicate biblical truth for the listener’s time and place?100
Following a period of discussion and review of sample Vision statements from other
churches, the team revisited the results of the CMA to identify a potential statement. The team’s
discussion returned to the two statements mentioned from the CMA. Several members of the
team suggested that the second statement, “That every man, woman, and child will have an
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opportunity to hear and respond to the Gospel,” become the vision statement. The majority
agreed that this statement, used frequently at Crosspoint, fit Mancini’s “5 C’s” and the definition
provided in the slide presentation. Based on the discussion, a member of the team proposed a
vote to adopt the statement as the Vision for Crosspoint. The team adopted the statement.
With the Mission and Vision statements decided, the coordinator revisited the plan for
sharing the strategic plan and planning process with church at a time determined by the SLT. He
shared the plan to use Nehemiah’s account of rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem as the focus of
the sermon series to explain and clarify the strategic planning process along with its results to the
congregation. He briefly highlighted the main points of the sermon series using the proposed
sermons in Appendix C. The team voted to schedule the next session for the following Sunday.
The session closed with the leader dividing the team into smaller groups to pray for the direction
of the church, the remaining planning process, and bold faith to implement the strategic plan so
every man, woman, and child would have an opportunity to hear and respond to the Gospel.
Session Three
Session three began with prayer and eighteen members present. The leader used a
PowerPoint presentation to remind the group of the project goal, identify the session’s
objectives, and define terms for the session (Appendix J.3). The session’s objectives included:
(1) completing a Core Values Audit (Appendix D), (2) reviewing the audit’s results, (3)
determining if the values identified are actual values of the church, (4) limiting the list to six or
less values for strategic focus, and (5) deciding how to communicate those values to the
congregation.
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After outlining the session’s objectives, the leader reviewed the Mission and Vision
statements with the team. He emphasized the necessity of referring to these statements often
throughout the church to help the congregation gain understanding about the church’s missional
strategy. The group spent several minutes discussing ways to incorporate the statements into
church life. One suggestion involved creating and strategically placing banners and signs of the
statements throughout the church. Another recommendation encouraged team members to begin
using the statements often in their ministry areas. The project coordinator reminded the team of
his plan to incorporate both statements into a sermon series on Nehemiah to introduce the
strategic ministry plan to the church. An elder in the team recommended the team identify and
approve two team members to share the statements and the team’s work with the church prior to
the sermon series. The group deemed this a good idea and appointed two members to share the
statements with the congregation the following Sunday morning during the announcement time.
The team agreed to conclude their discussion on this point until a later session.
The project leader returned to the PowerPoint to define Values for the group. He defined
values as, “the constant, passionate, biblical core beliefs that empower and guide the
ministry.”101 The team reviewed Acts 2:42–47 as a biblical example of core values and how they
empower a church. The leader asked the team to identify values represented by the text. Values
identified included: fellowship, giving, prayer, praising God, unity, and a dedication to the
apostles’ teaching. One team member posed the question, “what is the difference between values
and beliefs?” The team defined beliefs as the doctrine the church embraces (e.g., One God,
human depravity, salvation by grace through faith), and values as identifying who we are as a
church (e.g., family, creativity, missional).
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Next, the leader took several minutes to identify and define various kinds of values
identified by Malphurs: shared versus unshared, personal versus congregational, actual versus
aspirational, and corporate versus departmental. Shared values represent values shared by most
of the congregation unlike the unshared values held by an individual or minority within the
congregation. Personal values represent individual values and do not necessarily reflect the
values of the congregation. Actual values represent the values the church possesses instead of the
aspirational values that the congregation believes it ought to have. Corporate values represent
those beliefs that empower the church rather than one department within the church.102 Once the
team understood the differences, the leader distributed a Core Values Audit (CVA, Appendix D)
for the members to complete. The group took a thirty-minute dinner break to allow the members
to complete the CVA.
As the members completed their audits, two
members of the team recorded the results for the
group. Following the break, one of the recorders
shared the results with the team starting with the
highest ranked values down to the lowest. Family
and biblical instruction tied for first place followed
by worship, obedience, fellowship, prayer,
discipleship, giving, leadership, benevolence,
evangelism, and cooperation tied along with
community outreach and creativity to close out the
list. The leader asked the team to share their
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Table 3.1. Core Values Audit Results
Family
3.7
Biblical Instruction
3.7
World Missions
2
Giving
2.9
Leadership
2.9
Cultural Relevance
2.3
Prayer
3.4
Discipleship
3.3
Excellence
2.3
Team Ministry
2.2
Creativity
2.7
Worship
3.6
Cooperation
2.8
Ministry/Service
2.5
Obedience
3.6
Innovation
2.6
Fellowship
3.4
Community Outreach
2.7
Benevolence
2.9
Planning
2.6
Evaluation
2.2
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thoughts regarding the results. One member shared their interest in the position of benevolence
in the list. He noted that the church does more in benevolence than represented by the annual
budget. Another member pointed out the low position of evangelism and expressed concern that
its low ranking did not reflect the proposed Vision statement. The leader asked the team to
clarify how they define family since it was one of the highest values identified. Two ideas arose.
First, that family represented the traditional family structure of mother, father, and children.
Second, that family represented the biblical concept that the congregation is a spiritual family
with God as their Father.
The group worked to narrow the values list to six or less. Using storyboarding, the team
worked through all the values and narrowed the list from fifteen to three: worship, discipleship,
and fellowship. The team arrived at these three after discussion because most felt the other
values identified fit as sub-categories of the three major values. The group also felt it important
to begin with a narrower focus to encourage greater participation and achieve success.
The next step involved creating working definitions for the three values. The group
defined worship as, “an expression of the church’s love for God.” Discipleship became, “the
process of becoming more like Jesus.” The working definition for fellowship was, “developing
relationships that help people grow in their faith.” With working definitions established, the
leader instructed the team to continue working to refine the definitions before the next session.
The session concluded with prayer.
Session Four
Session four began with prayer and seventeen members present. Once again, the project
coordinator used a PowerPoint presentation to review the project goal, identify the session’s
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objectives, and clarify terms important to completion of the objectives (Appendix J.4). The
session’s objectives included: (1) refining the definitions for the values identified in the previous
session and (2) begin working on the first category of strategic planning by identifying a target
group. The leader took the opportunity to preview the remaining categories the group would
focus on during the next sessions. The categories included: (1) evaluating the staff and leadership
structure of the church, (2) evaluating the facilities to determine if they help or hinder
accomplishing the mission and vision, and (3) reviewing the churches finances to decide if the
budget accurately reflects the mission, vision, and values, and (4) to propose recommendations
for increasing funding (e.g., capital campaigns, sermon series on tithing).
The team, with an understanding of the objectives, turned its attention to the task of
creating more complete definitions for the values identified in the previous session. The team
defined worship as follows, “Worship is an expression of the church’s love for God (Psalm 95:6–
7). Through worship, we celebrate the joy of our salvation (Heb 12:28) and offer ourselves to
God (Rom 12:1) because He is worthy to receive glory, honor, and power” (Rev 4:11; 5:13). The
definition for discipleship became, “We demonstrate a love for God and people by introducing
them to Jesus and investing in their spiritual lives. Discipleship encourages spiritual growth from
salvation to maturity in Christ” (Luke 9:23; Eph 1:11–16; James 1:22). The statement for
fellowship became, “Fellowship is loving people by developing relationships that encourage
spiritual maturity (Heb 10:24–25). The Bible demonstrates the importance of a relationship with
Jesus and other believers” (1 John 1:7).
After finalizing the definitions, the team began the work of identifying the target
audience of the church. To introduce the concept, the project leader returned to the PowerPoint
presentation. The team’s vision statement identifies the target group as every man, woman, and
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child. Using Acts 1:8, the leader encouraged the team to narrow down the focus into
geographical sections. Acts 1:8 presents a strategic progression for the apostles’ work of “being
Christ’s witnesses.” It begins locally in Jerusalem, spreads to the region of Judea, then broadly to
Samaria, and finally, to the remotest part of the earth. Using this formula, the team broke down
the church’s focus into four sections. Jerusalem became the immediate context of the church in
the Westmoreland community. Judea became the Tri-State region which includes greater
Huntington, parts of Southeastern Ohio, and Eastern Kentucky. Samaria became the entire State
of West Virginia and the continental United States, leaving the work of global mission to make
up the “remotest parts of the earth.”
The team briefly discussed the church’s partnerships with work being accomplished in
each region before focusing specifically on the immediate context of Westmoreland. Identifying
these partnerships helped make team members aware of the church’s broader ministry impact
that some members did not realize. In Judea, the greater Tri-State, the church financially
supports missionaries working with Child Evangelism Fellowship, a local Crisis Pregnancy
center, and a Christ-centered addiction recovery program. Samaria involves partnerships and
support of ministries throughout the United States. Crosspoint is a Southern Baptist Church and
participates in the Cooperative Program of the Southern Baptist Convention which supports
gospel work within the United States and globally through their North American Mission Board
and the International Mission Board. Crosspoint also supports the work of one independent
missionary based in Virginia who works for gospel propagation primarily in the states, but also
overseas. In addition, the church supports two missionaries outside the United States. One works
with immigrants in Rome, and the other with orphans and widows in Uganda. The team agreed
to include a focus on these ministries when presenting the strategic plan to the congregation.
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The team turned its attention to the Westmoreland community to identify its immediate
context. The team leader introduced the idea of using a Community Survey (Appendix E) to help
identify the community’s demographics and needs. The team did not feel the survey necessary at
the time because more than two-thirds of the group live and work in the community. Of those,
more than half have lived in the community their entire lives. Having decided to forgo the
Community Survey, the team revisited the demographic information for the community.
Westmoreland has a population of 8,966 with the median age of thirty-nine. Sixty-six percent of
the population represent family units with 3.5 people per household. Of those, seventy-nine
percent are married couples.103
Having completed the stated objectives and exhausting the three-hour time frame for the
session, the group agreed to adjourn. The project leader briefly highlighted the focus of the next
session, identifying how the church will reach the community, and how the church will make
mature disciples. An overview of the remaining session dates was presented by another member
for planning purposes. With the dates clarified, the session ended with prayer.
Session Five
Session five began with prayer and eighteen members present. The project leader used a
PowerPoint presentation to review the purpose of the project and outline session objectives
(Appendix J.5). The primary objective was to begin crafting a strategic process to accomplish the
Mission and Vision. The group would focus attention on answering two questions: (1) How will
the ministry reach the community? (2) How will the ministry make mature disciples?
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The group leader presented four potential outcomes of strategy development and the five
core elements of a strategy. First, a strategy enables the church to accomplish the Mission and
Vision. Second, the strategy moves the congregation from wherever it is spiritually (lost or
saved) to where God wants it to be (mature). Third, a strategy provides a sense of spiritual
momentum as people grow in their understanding of the strategy and get involved. Lastly, a
strategy helps invest God’s resources properly (people – time, talent, treasures).104 The five
elements include: (1) community outreach, (2) disciple-making, (3) team building (staff,
leadership structure, training), (4) ministry setting (location and facilities), and (5) raising the
necessary finances.105
The group began focusing on the first core element of a strategy, community outreach.
The project coordinator led the team through a review of four Bible passages to establish a
foundation for community outreach. The passages were Matthew 28:19–20, Mark 16:15, Luke
24:46–48, and Acts 1:8. Each passage emphasizes Christ’s instructions to go into the world and
proclaim the Gospel (Matt 28:19, “Go therefore and make disciples”).
The team used the storyboarding process to answer a series of questions designed to lead
the group through developing a community outreach strategy. The first question was, what kind
of church will reach the group’s community? The coordinator shared specific factors for
answering this question: (1) what type of pastor should lead the work, (2) what staff is needed to
facilitate the work, (3) what style of worship will engage the community, (4) what personality
type should the congregation possess, (5) how will the congregation respond to unbelievers, (6)
what ministries serve the community best, (7) will the existing facilities help the strategy, and (8)
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how technology helps accomplish the strategy. The team determined through discussion that the
key factors needing attention involved additional staff, specifically a children’s ministry leader,
that efforts to aid the congregation in becoming more welcoming toward guests and unbelievers
be made, and that the current facility requires significant upgrades to support the proposed
Mission and Vision. The specific means of addressing these factors were discussed in a later
session.
Before identifying existing outreach efforts and proposing new efforts, the project leader
shared actions designed to help the team lead in accomplishing the strategy. Team members must
lead by example by engaging in community outreach. Leaders must share the Mission and
Vision often in their ministries to encourage action within the congregation. The team, or its
representatives (staff, elders, deacons, trustees), should set goals to guide intentional action
within the congregation. Team members must commit to pray regularly for the congregation and
community. The team needs to embrace community-specific ministry (e.g., school ministry in
the three schools that serve the church’s neighborhood). Lastly, the team must include in the
strategy a plan to regularly train people to share the gospel.106
The second question the team addressed was, what is the church doing now to reach the
community? Using the storyboarding method, the team listed several events designed to reach
the community. The group created a second list containing new ideas for outreach. Both lists
contained items requiring action within the church (e.g., creating better training for greeter
teams) and outside the church (e.g., movie nights in the local park).
Next, the team focused on how to make disciples. Before answering the question, the
team identified characteristics of a disciple. The team leader shared the church’s new member
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class definition with the team. Using “The Life Development Process” concept from Rick
Warren’s The Purpose Driven Church (fig. 3.5), the definition of maturing disciples includes: (1)
a progression from knowing Christ
through personal faith, to (2) growing
in Christ through participation in the
church’s bible studies, to (3) serving
Christ through the discovery of one’s
spiritual giftedness and using those
gifts to serve the church and
community, to finally (4) sharing
Christ through personal and corporate
107

evangelism.

The team found the

Figure 3.5. The Life Development Process

definition clear and
useful, and decided to continue utilizing it.
The team identified the church’s current methods for discipleship. These included: (1)
regular Bible Studies, (2) community small groups, and (3) weekly worship gatherings. The team
also identified secondary ministries used for discipleship. Secondary ministries include: (1) the
Prayer Warriors (partnering youth with adults for intentional relationship development through
prayer), (2) men’s prayer breakfast, (3) ladies’ night out (monthly events designed to promote
relationships), (4) marriage retreats, (5) special studies (e.g., financial, marriage, parenting, etc.),
(6) men and boys retreat, (6) simulcast events and (7) conferences.
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The team focused lastly on how to measure the spiritual progress of the congregation in
discipleship. The church administrator, a member of the team, informed the group of the current
metrics for tracking progress. The metrics include: (1) church attendance, (2) the number of
baptisms, and (3) giving. The team proposed an additional metric of Bible Study and small group
attendance. The session concluded with prayer.
Session Six
Session six began with prayer and nineteen members present. The project leader
reviewed the team’s purpose and the session’s objectives (Appendix J.6). The objectives
included: (1) completing the strategy development process by examining the staff and leadership
structure, (2) evaluating the ministry setting, and (3) reviewing the financial health of the church.
The team began the process of discussing the staff and leadership structure of the church.
Members agreed that in general, the staff and leadership structure of the church serve the church
and the proposed strategy. Members suggested two improvements to aid the strategic plan. First,
the team recommended the addition of a part-time Children’s ministry leader to add stability to
the ministry currently conducted by lay people. Second, the group acknowledged a need for
additional elders and deacons to aid in serving the church. A team member recommended the
development of a mentoring program for the purpose of training men to serve in these capacities.
With those recommendations, the team moved on to evaluating the effectiveness of the ministry
setting (church facility) for facilitating the strategic plan.
The group agreed unanimously that the current condition of the church’s facility is not
sufficient to accomplish the proposed goals. Crosspoint meets in a warehouse that is partially
renovated. Some discussion arose about the superficial nature of individuals basing their church
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engagement on appearances rather than substance. Others expressed the sentiment that first
impressions are important. The project coordinator read Haggai 1:1–12 to the group and asked
them to consider God’s perspective in the conversation concerning the church building. He made
the point that most people keep their homes clean and in good condition for their own comfort
and for the sake of guests who may visit. Based on the text of Haggai, he posed the question,
“Why should our homes receive greater care than God’s house?”
Following the discussion, the team leader showed the group the original set of blueprints
for the property created in 2007. Few members of the SLT knew the plans existed and most of
the space remains unfinished. Using the plans as a guide, the team conducted a tour of the
building and grounds to recommend improvements. The team chose one member to keep notes
of the suggested improvements. Surprisingly, some members of the SLT did not realize the size
of the church building or the large percentage of unused space. The tour resulted in an extensive
list of recommended improvements. Some improvements included: (1) construction of new
restrooms and classrooms, (2) creating a secure children’s area, (3) expanding office spaces, (4)
additional heating and cooling units, (5) new exterior windows, and (6) landscaping. In addition
to the tour, the leader pointed out two foreclosed properties adjacent to the church’s property for
possible acquisition. The properties would allow the church to increase parking capacity.
After the tour, the team began evaluating the church’s financial position. The first step
was a detailed review of the church’s operating budget. The church’s 2021 budget was $219,754.
The church treasurer, a team member, projected the church will meet its budget. Following the
review, the team discussed additions for the upcoming 2022 budget. The additions included: (1)
funds for a part-time Children’s ministry leader, (2) increasing the allocation for outreach
projects in view of the adopted vision statement, and (3) creating a capital gifts account to
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upgrade the facilities to support the strategy. The team did not determine the amounts for each
recommendation but elected to allow the elders and deacons to make those determinations in
cooperation with the budget team.
The team returned to the topic of upgrading the facilities because they recognized this
would require the greatest amount of funding. The team estimated the cost of the renovations at
more than $250 thousand dollars. None of the funds are included in the 2021 budget. The
treasurer informed the team that the balance on the property’s mortgage is approximately $250
thousand dollars. He disclosed that a recent appraisal of the property by the church’s insurance
company and mortgage holder valued the property at $800 thousand dollars. The equity in the
property led the team to discuss financing options for the proposed renovations and upgrades
because they will play a significant role in missional success. The primary two options discussed
involved securing a construction loan to begin work immediately and beginning a capital gifts
campaign to raise the funds without incurring further debt. The leader requested an impromptu
vote to gauge perspective on which option the team supported. The vote was split nine to nine
with the leader abstaining.
Based on the conversation, one team member proposed establishing a process to move
the conversation from speculation to reality. The team agreed the best course of action was
breaking the project into phases to make the process easier to manage. Thus, the group created a
priority list for the first phase. The list included: (1) any unfinished work (e.g., the kitchen), (2)
safety concerns (e.g., unsecured electrical panel, additional fire, and smoke sensors), (3) creating
and securing new Children’s area in the warehouse section of the property, and (4) creating new
restrooms to increase capacity. Next, the team appointed a representative to solicit new drawings
showing the Children’s area and restrooms. Another team member shared that their spouse did
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this type of work and would help with the drawings. The new plans would permit the team to
gather estimates for the work to ascertain the real costs for the renovations. Finally, the team
decided to share this process with the congregation. The group chose two members of the team
to share the plan with the congregation and set a date for them to share.
Before ending the session, the team recommended the elders, trustees, and deacons meet
to refine the proposed plan and create the next steps. These officers are the legal representatives
of the church empowered to take the required actions. The group agreed to conclude their weekly
meetings and continue to meet periodically for updates from the designated groups on the
progress of the plans. The session concluded with prayer.
Summary
The SLT met for six sessions over a period of three months to develop a strategic
ministry plan for Crosspoint Community Church. During these sessions, the team created
Mission and Vision statements for the church and identified three values to guide the strategy. In
addition, the group identified the church’s target group, ministries to reach the community, and
proposed changes to improve implementation of the strategy. The team decided to introduce the
strategic plan to the church in the fall once the 2021–2022 school year was underway with the
target of implementing the plan by January 2022. The elders and staff are the SLT’s designees
for implementing the strategic plan.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
A group of twenty representatives from Crosspoint Community Church in Huntington,
West Virginia formed a Strategic Leadership Team (SLT) to develop a strategic ministry plan for
the church. The SLT met for six three-hour sessions to develop the strategic plan and determine
the best practices for implementing the strategy. Chapter three presented the group’s work for
developing the strategic plan. The purpose of chapter four is to present the methods and results
of the strategy’s implementation.
Strategy Implementation
The first step for implementing the strategic plan required introducing the project to the
congregation. Before beginning the project, the leader informed the congregation of the project
to solicit prayer support. Upon completion of the development phase of the project, the SLT
determined a time to share the results of the project with the congregation through a sermon
series developed by the project leader (Appendix C). Using the story of Nehemiah, the project
leader introduced the project, the SLT, explained the team’s process for developing the strategy,
identified the problem, defined the mission statement, vision statement, and the values fueling
the strategy. Additionally, the sermon series outlined the intentional process of moving
congregants to a greater commitment to Christ and the church and highlighted the necessary
capital improvements to the facilities and financial resources to aid in fulfilling the mission and
vision. The SLT reconvened following the series completion to provide feedback regarding the
effectiveness of the presentation. The team expressed consensus that the series was informative
and purposeful for cultivating congregational acceptance and encouraging participation in the
strategic plan.
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The Church Ministry Analysis (CMA) conducted by the SLT revealed most of the team
believed the church had a mission statement, but few could identify it. The SLT formally
adopted the mission statement, “Crosspoint Community Church exists to love God and love
people.” The impetus for the mission comes directly from Jesus’ answer to the question, “Which
is the greatest commandment in the Law?” (Matt 22:35). Coupled with other New Testament
passages concerning the importance of love for others to the believer’s testimony in the world
(John 13:25; 15:12; 1 John 4:7–5:3), the team agreed the statement fit the definition presented in
chapter one. The statement is broad enough to allow freedom for strategic reassessment and
realignment. The statement is founded in the Great Commandment of Jesus making it biblical,
and it is brief permitting the congregation to understand and communicate the mission to others.
The statement is not new to the congregation because the pastor regularly uses the
phrase, “Loving God and loving people” to describe the work of the church. However, the phrase
was not formally identified as the mission of the church until the development of the strategic
plan. In addition to formalizing the mission statement through the sermon series, the SLT created
two banners displaying the statement. The banners are prominently positioned at the church’s
entrances. Furthermore, the mission statement tag line of “Loving God and loving people” now
appears on all ministry materials, including the website and social media platforms. The elders,
staff, and ministry leaders agreed to refer to the mission statement often in their ministries to
reinforce its identification and adoption by the congregation. An informal, verbal survey
conducted by members of the SLT revealed these efforts assisted in congregational adoption and
identification of the church’s mission statement.
The CMA revealed that most of the SLT did not know if the church had a vision
statement. As recorded in the previous chapter, the SLT adopted the vision statement,
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“Crosspoint Community Church will take bold steps to give every man, woman, and child an
opportunity to hear and respond to the gospel.” The sermon series introducing the strategic plan
identified the statement formally for the congregation. Again, the SLT created banners
displaying the vision statement. The banners are prominently positioned at the exits of the
auditorium to help the congregation identify the vision of the church’s ministries.
Like the mission statement, the vision statement was not new to the congregation because
the pastor used the phrase regularly prior to its formal adoption to promote outreach within the
church. Following its adoption, church staff and leaders began regularly incorporating the vision
statement in their ministries. In addition, public prayers and announcements made during
congregational gatherings incorporate both statements to further infuse them into the fabric of
the congregation’s identity. In the short time since formalizing the vision statement, the phrase,
“Every man, woman, and child” has become a unifying theme for the church’s ministries. An
informal, verbal survey by members of the SLT revealed an increasing awareness of the ministry
vision at Crosspoint.
During session three, the SLT completed a Core Values Audit and consequently
identified worship, discipleship, and fellowship as the foundational values for the church’s
ministry strategy. The project leader identified and defined these values during the series
introducing the strategy (Chapter 3). He provided general details concerning how the values
would influence the church’s ministry focus for the coming year. First, the elders, staff, and
ministry leaders will prioritize ministry events and goals that align with the stated values.
Second, the staff will review the ministry calendar each week to ensure the church’s calendar
reflects the values. Third, the church’s budget team will establish the annual budget to reflect the
values established through the strategic planning process.
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Worship is the central value of the church’s ministry strategy. Although worship
attendance declined during the Covid-19 pandemic, the weekly worship gatherings draw the
largest participation and provide the greatest opportunities to promote congregational ministry
engagement.108 Worship gatherings always receive the most attention because of their
significance for the life of the church. The staff is responsible for planning and carrying out the
worship gatherings. With the permission of the elders and the SLT, the staff implemented minor
changes to enhance implementation of the strategic plan. The changes included: (1) creating
visuals of the mission and vision statements that appear during worship gatherings, (2)
determining the rotation of LifeGroup and ministry leaders to make announcements, and (3)
creating short videos that promote the values of the church.
Due to pandemic restrictions, Crosspoint began streaming services through various media
platforms like Facebook, YouTube, and the church’s website. Prior to streaming, the church did
not possess the technological resources to offer remote worship participation. The church
originally streamed services using privately owned equipment. Once restrictions ceased, the
church leadership planned to return to in-person services without continuing to offer options for
remote worship participation. The strategic planning process revealed the short-sightedness of
ceasing the church’s virtual presence.
In response, the church made significant financial investments to add new technological
resources to improve the church’s virtual presence. The church purchased a high-quality digital
camera, a computer dedicated to streaming, and new digital recording equipment to improve the
sound quality of the streaming services. In addition, the church upgraded its existing computer
and software used to display digital content for in-person worship. New projectors were added to
108
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improve the quality of visual resources used for worship (e.g., Bible text, sermon PowerPoints,
and music lyrics). The technological improvements permit Crosspoint to expand the impact of
their worship gatherings to members restricted from in-person participation, people in the
community unaffiliated with any local congregation, and people outside the region. While
technology increased Crosspoint’s outreach potential, the leadership of the church continues to
place a strong emphasis and value on the in-person gathering of believers, “to stimulate one
another to love and good deeds…encouraging one another; and all the more as you see the day
drawing near” (Heb 10:24, 25).
While music and preaching drive the worship time, the staff initiated a prayer emphasis
to further assist with cultivating fellowship and connectedness among the congregation. The staff
developed prayer cards congregants can use to share prayer needs during the worship time.
Prayer cards are collected at the beginning of the gathering and placed on the altar. Throughout
the music portion of the service, people can select a card from the altar, and begin praying for the
needs represented. Instructions on the prayer cards encourage members to continue praying for
the need throughout the upcoming week. Response to the use of the prayer cards is favorable and
their use is expanding into the discipleship ministry of the church. One elder reported the
testimony of an individual developing a new relationship with another member because of the
prayer cards. Another benefit of adding the prayer emphasis to the worship time is the
opportunity to expand the congregations understanding of worship. Today, many equate worship
with the music portion of the service. Through the simple use of the prayer cards, congregants
learn that prayer is also an act of worship.
Another change incorporated into the worship gathering involves introducing ministry
leaders to the church through their participation on the platform. Previously, a staff member
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welcomed guests and shared information about the church along with promoting upcoming
events. Currently, ministry leaders and volunteers fulfill these responsibilities during the
welcome portion of the worship gathering. By using different individuals for this task, attendees
become familiar with the various ministries of the church and other members, which is helpful in
promoting ministry involvement. For example, according to the testimony of the young adult
LifeGroup leaders, incorporating them in this capacity led to an increase in weekly participation
for the group.109
The SLT defined discipleship as: “We demonstrate a love for God and people by
introducing them to Jesus and investing in their spiritual lives. Discipleship encourages spiritual
growth from salvation to maturity in Christ.” Discipleship is the second value identified by the
SLT driving the ministries at Crosspoint. The church had a system in place to facilitate the
process of helping individuals progress toward spiritual maturity. The Starting Point class (new
member’s class) identifies the primary means of discipleship at Crosspoint as regular
participation in corporate worship, recurring weekly Bible Studies, and community LifeGroups.
The class encourages new members to participate regularly in corporate worship gatherings and
a Bible Study.
Proclamation of the Bible is foundational at Crosspoint and essential to making disciples.
Worship gatherings at Crosspoint feature preaching that focuses on the public reading of
Scripture with emphasis on exhortation and teaching (1 Tim 4:13). Furthermore, the preaching
encourages congregants to become doers of the word, and not just hearers (James 1:22). In
addition, the pastor always shares the gospel and calls for hearers to repent and believe in Jesus
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for salvation. By calling for repentance, belief, and application of the principles of Scripture
daily, preaching during the worship gathering functions to “introduce people to Jesus and
promote spiritual maturity.”110
The second means identified to facilitate discipleship involves Bible Studies that occur
weekly at the church. Prior to the strategic planning process, Crosspoint had multiple groups
meeting with the goal of helping people progress to spiritual maturity. The groups continue as an
integral component of the church’s discipleship strategy. Bible Studies meet on Sunday
mornings and Wednesday evenings. There are two adult groups that meet on Sunday mornings.
One group is for men with the other focused on women. The Sunday morning adult groups study
books of the Bible expositionally. There are three children’s classes that meet on Sunday
mornings: pre-school, kindergarten thru second grade, and third grade thru fifth grade. Sixth thru
twelfth grade students also meet on Sunday mornings. Wednesday evening groups include one
adult group, one children’s group, and the youth group. Wednesday evening studies are topical in
nature.
Prior to starting the project, the church began two new community LifeGroups to engage
two groups not involved in any of the church’s Bible Studies. One group focused on young
adults (college age thru mid-twenties). The second group was a group for men struggling with
addiction or actively involved in recovery work.111 The groups focused more on building Godhonoring relationships designed to encourage the integration of one’s faith into everyday living.
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To accomplish these goals, the groups met off-campus in the homes of various participants and
intentionally limited the number of participants. Both groups continue to meet.
The strategic planning process produced several changes designed to enhance the
ongoing discipleship efforts of the church. First, the strategic process revealed the absence of a
suitable method for tracking engagement in discipleship efforts. The only method present prior to
the project was the number of people participating in the weekly worship gatherings. No
attendance was being reported for LifeGroup participation. The SLT identified the necessity of
tracking LifeGroup participation. Upon completion of the project, the staff identified a resource
to help track LifeGroup participation. Church Metrics is a free online resource created and made
available through Life.Church Open Network.112
Church Metrics allows church leaders to track attendance, salvations, giving, volunteers,
and provides the ability to create custom categories to assist with tracking ministry participation.
Each group leader received access and training to use the Church Metrics application on their
smartphones to input their weekly attendance data. While the resource is new to leaders, use of
the metrics application allows group leaders, church staff, and elders to gain a better idea of how
many congregants participate in weekly discipleship. Due to the lack of attendance data prior to
the project, the staff is gathering preliminary data through the metrics application to establish a
baseline to assist with determining future growth in participation.
Second, the strategic planning process identified a deficiency in promoting the
discipleship ministry of the church beyond the worship gatherings. The SLT identified several
ways to rectify the issue. First, the leaders must intentionally promote the discipleship ministry
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of the church. The elders and staff identified two actions to accomplish the task. One is utilizing
LifeGroup leaders to welcome people from the platform to the worship gatherings. As previously
mentioned, this simple step introduces and promotes the group to encourage greater
participation. The second action involves the pastor regularly speaking about and encouraging
congregants to engage with the discipleship ministry of the church, particularly LifeGroup
involvement.
Another means of promoting LifeGroups involved the creation of ministry booths.
Ministry booths are tables located in the auditorium designed to provide information about the
various ministries of the church. Every ministry has its own table. One of the ministry booths
represents the LifeGroup ministry. The LifeGroup booth contains a pamphlet that defines
LifeGroups, lists the groups currently meeting along with group leader contact information, and
identifies the topic the group is currently studying. Group leaders take turns hosting the table to
greet guests and answer questions for individuals seeking information. Every Sunday, the leaders
doing the welcome or the pastor direct attendees to visit the LifeGroup table for information
about groups and to prayerfully consider visiting a group to engage in the goal of growing in
spiritual maturity.
The creation of a digital bulletin using the church’s website further enhanced the ability
to promote LifeGroups. The digital bulletin allows the church to distribute current information
quickly and broadly with little expense. The staff created a banner located at the main entrance to
the auditorium that contains a QR code. The banner invites attendees to scan the QR code using
the camera application on their smartphone. Upon scanning the code, a link appears which leads
directly to the church’s digital bulletin. The digital bulletin contains information about upcoming
events and ministries of the church. The LifeGroup ministry occupies a regular space in the
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digital bulletin. The LifeGroup ad in the digital bulletin encourages readers to visit the
LifeGroup booth or the LifeGroup page on the church’s website for more information.
The results of promoting the discipleship ministry of the church are raising awareness of
the LifeGroup ministry. The effectiveness of the promotional efforts requires more time to
evaluate in terms of increasing participation. However, the SLT is confident that utilizing the
metrics application along with continued promotional efforts to encourage participation will
increase congregational participation in the discipleship ministry of the church.
In addition to promotional efforts to increase participation in discipleship, the elders, and
staff in cooperation with the SLT, set a goal to create three recurring LifeGroups during the
upcoming calendar year along with two special groups. The Outreach and Discipleship Pastor
started a new LifeGroup focused on married couples with older children. The group will serve as
a model for recruiting and training group leaders, along with how to promote and launch new
groups. Currently, efforts are underway to identify another LifeGroup leader and a target group.
The staff identified two special groups to meet for six weeks, one in the spring and one in the
fall. In the spring, the pastor will lead a group focused on evangelism. The group will equip
participants to share their faith by using the “3 Circles” evangelism application on their mobile
devices.113 In the fall, one of the deacons will facilitate a group focused on managing personal
finances according to the Bible. The curriculum is still undetermined for the fall group.
Another deficiency identified during Session Five of the strategic planning process was a
lack of training and support for group leaders beyond the groups start. Based on a
recommendation from group leaders participating in the SLT, the staff determined to host
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quarterly meetings with group leaders to address concerns, identify training opportunities, and
cultivate a better flow of communication between group leaders, elders, and church staff. The
first LifeGroup leader meeting introduced the Church Metrics resource to the leaders. The
Outreach and Discipleship Pastor assisted the group leaders in downloading and creating their
personal accounts in the application and provided a brief tutorial on navigating and using the
application for reporting weekly group attendance. Additionally, group leaders provided
feedback on the promotional efforts for groups and provided recommendations for improving
access to curriculum and resources for new studies (e.g., electronic resource subscriptions,
budget considerations for purchasing study materials for individuals in need). The meeting was
positive and productive.
The SLT identified secondary discipleship ministries during the project. The monthly
men’s breakfast, monthly women’s fellowship, the Prayer Warrior ministry, Vacation Bible
School, and Fuge student camp existed prior to the strategic planning process. However, the
project led to a reevaluation of these activities to ensure that each one included an intentional
effort to introduce people to Christ and encourage spiritual maturity. The men’s breakfast now
includes a salvation testimony from one of the men along with a personal challenge to live Godhonoring lives. The women decided to incorporate a devotion into their fellowship time to
encourage spiritual maturity. The Youth Pastor facilitates the Prayer Warrior ministry. In a
recent meeting with the participating adults, he encouraged them to use Scripture references in
their writing to the students, and to share their own salvation experience to encourage the
students to follow Christ. The Vacation Bible School curriculum used by the church is produced
by LifeWay, the publication division of the Southern Baptist Convention. The curriculum always
includes an evangelistic emphasis, but the SLT determined to be aggressive in following-up with
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children making professions of faith during VBS. The VBS coordinator will determine the best
methods of follow-up and include the SLT in carrying them out. Fuge student camp is another
ministry of LifeWay. The Youth Pastor and lay leaders in the student ministry assume the
responsibility for following-up with students participating in Fuge.
Two new developments from the strategic process include the men attending a Biblical
Manhood conference in the spring, and the ladies planning to host a simulcast event in the fall.
The SLT expressed the desire to facilitate a marriage conference within the next two years. The
group decided to nominate a committee from the SLT to pursue the marriage conference idea at
their next meeting. While some of the details concerning these activities remain undetermined,
the elders and staff are encouraged by the enthusiasm and engagement of the SLT. A benefit of
these secondary discipleship activities is the dual role they fulfill in encouraging discipleship and
providing fellowship which are both values identified through the strategic process.
The SLT identified fellowship as a foundational value of the church because building
strong relationships is important for Crosspoint’s ministry. Fellowship happens organically
among peer groups but also benefits from planned events designed to promote relationship
building. Prior to the pandemic, Crosspoint regularly hosted events designed to create fellowship
opportunities. The monthly men’s breakfast, monthly women’s fellowship, and quarterly potluck
dinners provided opportunities for fellowship. The church resumed hosting these events upon
completion of the SLT strategic planning sessions. Initially, the events were poorly attended
because of lingering Covid concerns. In recent months, with declining infection rates in the area,
participation in these events is increasing.
The staff organized other events to promote fellowship. Cookies at Crosspoint was an
event hosted during the Christmas holiday where congregants came together to decorate cookies
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and Christmas ornaments. The church also hosted a New Year’s Eve Party with food, games, and
activities for the entire family. The party concluded with over 100 people watching the ball at
Time Square drop on the large screens in the auditorium. Recently, the church hosted a game
night where about forty people brought food and competed in a game of Pictionary. Next month
the church is hosting a family night with a cookout, inflatables, cornhole, and volleyball. All
these events bring people together to promote relationship building.
One new development resulting from the strategic planning process involves recognizing
opportunities to promote fellowship through ongoing ministries. For example, LifeGroup leaders
are encouraged to promote fellowship among group members outside the regular ministries of
the church. Recently, the Young Adult LifeGroup went snowtubing at a nearby ski resort. The
group invited other congregants to participate. More than thirty people from the church
participated and new relationships formed between participants as a result. Other groups
organized a movie night, a park picnic, a bowling outing, and a trip to the Creation Museum to
encourage fellowship. The efforts to promote fellowship through the LifeGroups appear to fulfill
the intended purpose of promoting relationships that encourage spiritual maturity as some group
leaders report increasing group attendance and cohesion.
Crosspoint is known for aggressively engaging its community through outreach efforts.
Unfortunately, the pandemic created restrictions that limited the ability of the church to reach the
community. The CMA completed by the SLT reflected this reality as many respondents noted a
dramatic decline in community outreach. Despite ongoing pandemic uncertainty, the SLT
decided to resume outreach efforts immediately regardless of potential restrictions. The team
agreed that future outreach opportunities include a clear presentation of the gospel including an
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opportunity to respond, and if possible, collecting contact information for those who respond to
the gospel to encourage continuing progress toward spiritual maturity.
The staff planned four events for the fall; the Back-2-School Bash, Trunk-or-Treat,
Thanksgiving baskets give away, and the Angel Tree Project. The Back-2-School Bash included
partnering with two local churches and multiple businesses to give away backpacks of school
supplies and Bibles prior to the beginning of the school year. The group used the high school
parking lot to host the event which included informational booths including a prayer booth,
inflatables for kids, and free food. The group distributed more than 180 backpacks and shared the
gospel four times during the three-hour event. One individual accepted Christ through the event
and many people sought prayer at the prayer booth. All the participants registered for giveaways
providing the necessary contact information for the churches to follow-up with invitations to
their ministries. Two families began attending Crosspoint through the event.
The Trunk-or-Treat event occurred the week of Halloween in the church’s parking lot.
Families from the church decorated their vehicles to give away candy and goodies to families
from the community. Estimates suggest that more than three hundred people participated in the
event. During the two-hour event, the elders shared the gospel four times and provided
opportunities to respond. Three children received Christ during the event.
The Thanksgiving baskets give-away and Angel Tree Project coincided with the holidays.
Both projects involved families in the church adopting disadvantaged families in the community
and demonstrating the love of Christ in tangible ways. Due to the sensitive nature of these
projects, no personal information was collected, but rather, the individual families were equipped
to present the gospel and invite the families to visit a worship gathering during the holidays. The
number of baskets distributed is unknown, but the Angel Tree project helped sixty children
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during Christmas. The results of these efforts are unknown, but the congregation received
encouragement by fulfilling the mission of loving people.
The staff continues to work on planning future community outreach efforts. The church
plans to resume the Good News Club it hosts at the elementary school during the 2022-2023
school year. Good News Clubs are groups promoted through Child Evangelism Fellowship and
serve to share the gospel with children in local schools and encourage involvement in local
churches. The Youth pastor is working with high school officials to help start a Young Life Club
at the school. Young Life is an organization that facilitates groups in schools to introduce young
people to Christ and encourage involvement in local churches.
The staff is planning four Sunday Serve events for 2022. Sunday Serves are Sundays
when the church moves outside the walls of the church to serve the community. Sunday Serve
projects include work in the local schools, helping families in the neighborhood with household
projects, or neighborhood cleanup. Sunday Serves provide limited opportunities for sharing the
gospel during the event but help make the church visible to the community.
Other events planned to make the church visible in the community are an Easter Egg hunt
the weekend before Easter and a community-wide Easter celebration. Both events will take place
at the sports complex of the local high school, are open to the community, and will include
presentations of the gospel. In the summer, the church plans to host two community-wide
Worship-in-the-Park evenings. Details for the worship evenings are not finalized.
Crosspoint engages the community with the gospel. The challenge is moving people from
the community to the congregation. The SLT identified elements that could improve this process.
The first involves staffing.
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The church currently employs a full-time Senior Pastor, a bi-vocational Youth Pastor, a
bi-vocational Outreach and Discipleship Ministry Pastor, and a part-time ministry assistant.
During the project, the bi-vocational Music Pastor resigned to accept another position out of
state. The SLT recommended filling the Music Pastor position and the search is ongoing. The
team also recommended the addition of a part-time Children’s Ministry Leader. The Children’s
Ministry Leader was a position the church had three years ago. The Children’s Ministry thrived
under the leadership of a designated individual tasked with the responsibility of developing and
facilitating ministries to disciple children. Currently, a team of three individuals oversee the
Children’s Ministry. While the team does a good job of maintaining the ministry, they are unable
to expand the ministry due to overlapping responsibilities and personal schedules. The SLT,
which includes the three leaders, believe a designated staff member can create a cohesive plan to
continue the current ministry to children while creating opportunities to expand the ministry.
A second recommendation made by the SLT concerned the leadership structure of the
church. Crosspoint is elder led and deacon served. The elder body consists of four men, one is
the senior pastor. No other staff member serves as an elder. The deacon body consists of six men
that serve without term limits. The team recognized the necessity of identifying and training
more men to serve the church. During Session Six, the team recommended both groups develop
a mentoring program to train potential candidates.
The elders previously used the book, Church Elders: How To Shepherd God’s People
Like Jesus by Jeramie Rinne for training purposes. Eldership is not a subject regularly addressed
in Southern Baptist Churches. The elders chose Rinne’s book for its concise and practical
insights on eldership. The book was useful in reminding and clarifying scriptural responsibilities
of the elders: leading with humility (1 Peter 5:2–3), sharing the leadership burden (Exod 18:13,
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17–18, 21–22), and devoting attention to preaching and prayer (Acts 6:4).114 The elders, after
identifying a potential elder, will appoint one of their group to meet regularly with the candidate
to work through the scriptures along with Rinne’s book to provide the candidate with a
foundational understanding of what the office requires. The elders have not identified any
potential candidates yet.
The deacons decided to use a similar approach for mentoring and training potential
deacon candidates. The deacons plan to use Dr. Tony Wolfe’s book, A Deacon On Purpose:
Four Biblical Essentials.115 The deacons used Wolfe’s book during the pandemic for study and
discussion to refresh the understanding of their responsibilities in serving the church. Wolfe’s
book provides practical insights into the deacon’s responsibility to lead by example, serve the
congregation, support the elders and staff, and protect the congregation from disunity. The
deacons, after identifying a potential deacon, will appoint one of the deacons to meet regularly
with the candidate to study the scriptures along with Wolfe’s book to provide the candidate with
a foundational understanding of what the office requires. Thus far, one deacon candidate
completed the mentoring process, was ordained, and now serves the church as a deacon.
The third and largest element identified by the SLT concerned renovations to the
church’s facility. Following an examination of the church’s property, the SLT unanimously
agreed the current condition of the church’s facility is not sufficient to accomplish the strategic
goals. Crosspoint meets in a partially renovated warehouse. The church uses approximately sixty
percent of the building with the remaining forty percent undeveloped. The team recommended
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developing the remainder of the space to create new classrooms and restrooms, creating a secure
children’s area, expanding office spaces, adding heating and cooling units to the remainder of the
unfinished portions of the building, installing new exterior windows throughout the building, and
increasing parking capacity. The team discussed financial considerations for the capital
improvements but agreed to wait for more detailed plans before deciding on the best financing
options to recommend to the church.
While the church possessed an outdated set of plans for the undeveloped spaces, the team
nominated two individuals, one trustee and one elder, to begin the process of developing new
plans for the recommended improvements. The first step taken involved consulting a commercial
contractor to discuss the desired objectives and commission new blueprints for the building. The
pair recruited a local commercial contractor from the congregation to assist with the project. The
contractor met with the two to begin the process.
After reviewing the existing drawings for the spaces and discussing the proposed
improvements from the SLT, the contractor recommended dividing the project into three phases,
and creating new blueprints reflecting each phase to prevent overwhelming the congregation.
Phase one involves the creation of restrooms and classrooms to create LifeGroup spaces and a
secure children’s area, both necessary to improve discipleship efforts. Phase two includes
expanding and remodeling existing bathrooms and offices. Phase three involves completing the
exterior improvements to the property of increasing parking capacity, painting the exterior of the
building, replacing the existing windows, and improving the signage and landscaping across the
front of the property. The building team shared the proposed plan with the SLT who agreed to
proceed as proposed.
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The contractor drafted new plans representing phase one. The plans create three
classrooms and two restrooms allowing the creation of a secure space for children’s ministry
while accommodating the needs of new LifeGroups. The SLT approved the plans and voted to
present the plans with the congregation. During a specially called business meeting, the team
shared the proposed plans with the congregation. The entire scope of the process was presented
to the congregation with the recommendation from the SLT to approve the phase one plans. The
team shared potential financing options without knowing the final cost of the proposal. A
member recommended the team promote the project during the worship gatherings to encourage
people to begin giving toward the project. The congregation unanimously approved moving
forward with soliciting estimates for the completion of the first phase.
Following the congregation’s approval, the team began working to determine the cost of
phase one. An inventory revealed the church already possesses many of the materials necessary
to construct walls and meet the electrical needs for phase one. The most expensive piece of phase
one is creating two restrooms because it requires removing concrete and materials to connect
with the sewer. Currently, the project is stalled as the team awaits the help of city resources to
locate the main sewer line inside the building. The location of the line may require the team to
revise the layout of the classrooms and restrooms to reduce the costs of the project by reducing
the amount of excavation work required for the restrooms. Once the line is located and the layout
established, the team will solicit estimates for the completion of the work to present to the church
to determine the financing of the project. The elders and staff developed a capital fundraising
campaign to launch upon determining the total cost of phase one.
While the larger project remains in progress, several smaller improvements
recommended by the team are being completed. Volunteers installed new doors and locks to
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secure the kitchen and an electrical room located nearby. The women’s group remodeled an area
in the church to create a café complete with a bar installed by the men’s group where people can
gather for fellowship or host meetings in a relaxed setting. A group of volunteers worked to
repaint the lines on the basketball court in the church and touch up other areas needing fresh
paint. An individual donated the materials and installed an acoustic ceiling in the fellowship hall.
The strategic planning process created enthusiasm for improving the facilities to promote
missional success.
The final component addressed by the SLT involved financing the proposed strategy.
Early in the strategic planning process, the team reviewed the church’s giving statistics for the
previous five years. The data revealed a decline in giving each year. Regardless, the team
recommended adding funds to the 2022 budget to support the strategic plan. Based on the
conversations concerning financing the capital improvements, the SLT recommended separating
the church’s operational expenses from the capital improvement costs. The team tasked the
elders and deacons with determining the operational expense increases for recommendation to
the budget team.
Financial Strategic Implementation
Crosspoint uses a calendar year budget. The budgeting process requires the elders and
deacons to appoint an ad hoc team each fall to formulate the annual budget. According to the
church’s bylaws, the team must include the church’s treasurer, one elder, one deacon, one
trustee, and three members at large. Once the budget is created, the team shares the proposed
budget with the congregation. The congregation has two weeks to review the proposal and raise
questions or concerns with the budget team before voting to accept or reject the team’s proposal.
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If reasonable questions or concerns arise, the budget team can reconvene and address the
concerns before bringing the budget to a vote. The congregation votes on the budget during a
specially called business meeting. Approval of the budget requires a simple majority of the
members present and voting. For 2022, the elders and deacons appointed members of the SLT to
the budget team in accordance with the church’s bylaws to aid in creating cohesion between the
proposed strategy and the church’s budget.
The budget team began the formulation process by reviewing the previous year’s budget
and the projected annual totals for income and expenses. After determining the total expenses for
the previous year, the team began examining budget items that cost more or less than projected.
After investigating the differences between the proposed and actual expenses, the team
reallocated necessary funds to ensure adequate allotments to the non-discretionary budget
items.116
Next, the team examined underspent areas of the budget. The team discovered
approximately five-thousand dollars that remained unused. After discussion, the team agreed to
reallocate two-thirds of those funds to outreach and the remainder into discipleship. With the
budget balanced, the team began identifying increases and new items. The team approved cost of
living increases for the current staff and portions of the requests submitted by the elders,
deacons, and staff members for their ministries. The team agreed to add funds for a potential
part-time Children’s Leader. To accommodate the addition, the team proposed reducing the
salary of an unfilled staff position to appropriately reflect the responsibilities of each position.
The team added additional funds for fellowship events. The proposed increases and additions
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raised the budget approximately twenty-thousand dollars over the 2021 budget. The team
recognized the potential concern of congregants regarding such a large increase but felt the
introduction of the strategic plan coupled with the proposed budget would reflect the seriousness
of the SLT in fulfilling the mission and vision of the church.
The budget team shared the proposed budget with the SLT before the congregation to
ensure cohesion between the strategic plan and the financial goals of the church. The SLT
affirmed the proposed budget and raised questions about financing the capital improvements.
The project leader, in coordination with the elders and staff, proposed a process to begin raising
the necessary funds for the improvements. First, following the congregation’s approval of
proceeding with plans for improving the facilities, the elders will encourage congregants to begin
contributing specifically to construction costs. Second, once the total cost of phase one is known,
the staff will create a capital gifts campaign to raise the funds. Third, to create excitement and
momentum, the team will proceed with portions of the project as funds become available. The
team agreed to revisit funding the facility improvements at the next SLT meeting in the spring.
The budget team shared the proposed budget with the congregation and received
unanimous approval. Upon receiving the congregation’s approval to proceed with improvements
to the facilities, the elders encouraged congregants to begin giving to help with construction
costs. Since approving the budget and promoting construction giving, the congregations response
is positive. Currently, the budget is being met and funds are increasing for upgrading the
facilities. Although the exact cost of phase one construction remains unknown for reasons
previously discussed the completion of smaller projects continues to increase enthusiasm within
the congregation.
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Summary
The strategic leadership team of Crosspoint Community Church developed a strategic
ministry plan to reinvigorate the church’s ministry in the community. The strategy involved: (1)
adopting mission and vision statements, (2) identifying the foundational values propelling the
church’s ministries, and (3) crafting ministry opportunities to accomplish the mission and vision
of the church. Chapter four details the efforts made to implement the strategic plan. Despite the
absence of long-term data to demonstrate the effectiveness of the strategy’s implementation,
preliminary evidence suggests the strategy is energizing the congregation emerging from the
shadows of the Covid 19 pandemic. The SLT remains committed to the complete
implementation and evaluation of the strategic plan to improve the health and effectiveness of
Crosspoint’s ministry to its community.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
Crosspoint Community Church is committed to loving God and loving people so every
man, woman, and child will have an opportunity to hear and respond to the gospel. Despite
possessing a reputation in the community as an active, thriving church, the church’s records
indicated the church is declining. To address the issue, the project coordinator, in cooperation
with church leadership proposed developing and implementing a strategic ministry plan.
Strategic planning is one tool leaders employ to stem decline and reinvigorate ministries.
In Ecclesiastes, Solomon declares, “there is nothing new under the sun.” He continues his
argument surmising that if anyone suggests something is new, “It has already existed for ages
which were before us” (Eccl 1:9b, 10b). The wisdom of Solomon proves true regarding strategic
planning. Strategic planning is not new, and resources exist to assist organizations with the
strategic process. Despite the availability of resources, there are some concepts of strategic
planning and implementation that remain underdeveloped.
Expanding Research
During the project, the coordinator discovered an abundance of resources pertaining to
specific areas of strategic planning like the importance of developing a compelling vision and
evaluating the strategy’s effectiveness in fulfilling the vision of the organization or ministry.
However, few resources undertook the task of guiding leaders through the entire process of
developing and implementing a strategic plan, particularly for a church. Of the many sources
consulted during the literature review, only two provided a comprehensive explanation of the
entire strategic process for churches.117 Perhaps one explanation for the absence of
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comprehensive resources is the existence of consulting groups that offer these types of services
to organizations. Many denominations and church planting networks also offer these services to
churches. Nonetheless, more printed resources like Malphurs’ Advanced Strategic Planning and
Thomasson’s The Church Blueprint would greatly serve groups with limited financial or
organizational resources in the process of strategic development.
Another area for potential research involves case studies of the long-term benefits of
strategic planning. Again, few resources provided the outcomes of strategic acting and thinking
by a church beyond a limited time frame. While each ministry context is unique, information
concerning how often a ministry undergoes the process of revising or redeveloping its strategic
plan would be useful. Furthermore, data concerning the length of time before a ministry began
realizing the results of its strategic efforts could also prove beneficial. Culture demands
immediate results; however, McChesney, Covey, and Huling caution that successful
implementation requires effort and sustained commitment over an extended period.118 Research
in these areas would assist leadership teams in establishing realistic expectations for the
organization.
How to define successful implementation of a strategic plan is another topic for further
research. Numerical data provides the easiest means of predicting success but may not accurately
represent the fulfillment of the church’s mission and vision. For example, Church A develops
and implements a strategic plan to improve its ministry impact. Upon implementing the strategy,
weekly worship attendance and membership increases but participation in the discipleship
ministry wanes. Fewer people engage in ministry because the church employs ministry staff. In
contrast, Church B develops and implements a strategic plan. The church does not see a marked
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increase in worship attendance or membership. The number of baptisms post-implementation is
the same as pre-implementation. The church realizes a minimal increase in discipleship ministry
participation. Which church successfully implemented its strategy?
Initially, one might conclude that Church A is more successful than Church B because of
the increase in attendance and membership. But what if Church B, while not realizing the
numerical growth of Church A, realized a different type of growth? Suppose that the members of
Church B embraced the strategy and committed to growing in different ways, like personal
evangelism. The post-implementation baptisms, although equal to the number of preimplementation baptisms, resulted from congregants sharing the gospel leading to professions of
faith and genuine conversions. Again, which church is successful? The author recognizes the
definition of success rests with the leadership responsible for implementing a strategy to fulfill
the ministry’s unique mission and vision. Perhaps the suggestion for further research in defining
success is to promote the development of subjective evaluation criteria in cooperation with
objective criteria.
Throughout the literature review, the project coordinator noted a consensus concerning
the success of strategic planning. The project leader found it difficult to identify sources opposed
to the use of strategic planning in church ministry. Only one author noted criticism regarding
strategic planning as neglecting the work of the Holy Spirit in ministry.119 If possible, a case
study of ministries that use strategic planning versus ministries that do not use strategic planning
would provide useful insight for proponents of both positions. Additionally, a case study of
ministries that use the conventional (intentional) approach of strategic planning versus ministries
that use an organic (spontaneous) approach to strategic planning would provide useful insight for
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proponents of both strategic processes. Based on the literature review, one might conclude that
conventional strategic ministry planning virtually guarantees ministry success, and while an
abundance of biblical evidence appears to support this view, one cannot overlook the exceptions
to this position (e.g., Philip and the Ethiopian Eunuch, Acts 8:26–40; Saul’s conversion, Acts 9).
Strategic planning requires time and energy. Furthermore, the likelihood of
organizational success increases when leadership shares responsibility for the strategic process.
Throughout the development of the project, the leader noted the tendency of the Strategic
Leadership Team (SLT) to delegate the responsibility of implementation and evaluation to the
elders and church staff. A portion of strategy development requires considering the roles staff
fulfill in accomplishing the mission and vision of the organization. A study of strategic
implementation comparing a staff led model, a volunteer led model, and a hybrid led model
would aid organizations in creating an effective strategic implementation plan.
Arguably the most pressing topic for further research is the impact of the COVID 19
pandemic on church ministries, particularly how strategic planning helps address the ongoing
challenges caused by the pandemic. Preliminary research indicates ministries must rethink how
to fulfill their mission and vision in a post-pandemic culture as fewer people participate in inperson ministry.120 The pandemic created unprecedented challenges for many churches. State
governmental agencies implemented restrictions that drastically affected church ministries (e.g.,
limited numbers permitted to gather, mandating the wearing of face masks, proof of
immunization). Although a greater understanding of the pandemic’s effects on church ministry
remains unknown, perhaps ministry strategies need to incorporate a crisis response component.
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Results and Literature Review
According to the literature reviewed for the project, developing, implementing, and
evaluating a strategic plan requires extensive time and energy. Although developed quickly,
Crosspoint Community Church’s strategy is early in its implementation and preliminary results,
while positive, are not sufficient for a thorough evaluation. Nonetheless, early indicators support
the project’s thesis and the literature’s agreement that a strategic ministry plan is valuable and
will improve the church’s ministry health and the spiritual health of the Westmoreland
community.
The literature identified essential components of a strategic plan and provided insights for
the development and implementation of each component. The two most discussed components
throughout the literature were the mission and vision statements. Practically every writer agreed
concerning the indispensable contributions these statements make to an organization’s missional
success. Wilson even suggested that churches rarely survive without their influence.121
Thus far, the mission and vision statements developed for Crosspoint’s strategy are
reenergizing the congregation’s sense of purpose and missional urgency. The pandemic changed
the dynamics of ministry within the church. The congregation became complacent and inwardly
focused. Both the mission and vision statements redirected the congregation’s focus and
propelled the church back into the community. For example, the church always hosts a
community Easter Egg hunt to share the gospel with their neighbors. For two years, the church
offered the egg hunt to the congregation only due to pandemic concerns. When weather recently
forced the postponement of the community event, leaders discussed the alternative plan of
offering the event only to church families once again. After brief discussion, the leaders agreed
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the proposed alternative would not accomplish the mission or vision of the church. Rescheduling
the event for the following weekend allowed the leaders to share the gospel publicly with people
unaffiliated with the church. While no one indicated making a profession of faith at the event, the
fulfillment of the vision that every man, woman, and child have an opportunity to hear and
respond to the gospel was accomplished and edified the congregation.
Additionally, the regular communication of the mission and vision is encouraging
ownership of both by the congregation. The youth pastor informed the elders that during a recent
event at the local high school, he witnessed one of Crosspoint’s students encouraging behavior in
her peers that reflected a love for God and for others. She followed her encouragement with the
challenge that it was their responsibility (believing students) to do everything within their power
to give everyone an opportunity to hear the gospel. These examples of creating and
communicating a clear mission and vision for the church affirm the assertions of the reviewed
literature.
Concerning values, the literature suggests that shared values inspire people to action.
Crosspoint’s SLT identified worship, discipleship, and fellowship as the foundational values
motivating the church’s ministry. Identifying these values allows the staff and elders to align
ministry efforts to promote greater participation. Worship and fellowship appear to be creating
momentum, but discipleship is lagging. More time is required to better evaluate the effectiveness
of each value in inspiring people to action. The team is moving forward with creating another
LifeGroup by summer. Perhaps the creation of new groups and more time will result in greater
participation. Despite slow growth in discipleship participation, the leadership is excited by the
emphasis on promoting existing groups while working to create new groups. The team remains
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committed to establishing worship, discipleship, and fellowship as the foundational values of the
church’s ministry.
The literature promotes developing a strategic plan to manage ministry programs while
moving people toward greater commitment to achieving the ministry’s mission and vision.
According to the literature, narrowing the focus of ministry efforts is crucial to successful
strategy implementation by creating intentional ministry. The strategy developed through this
project has allowed the leadership team of Crosspoint to narrow the focus of ministry efforts
while managing the church’s programs and resources. For example, the staff reviews the
ministry calendar weekly to ensure proposed events align with the mission, vision, and values of
the church. One advantage to this process is limiting focus to one ministry event at a time. The
efforts are achieving the desired effect of moving people toward more commitment as the church
works efficiently to fulfill its vision just as the literature suggests.
The literature strongly encourages team leadership. The talented, committed members of
the SLT brought fresh, creative ideas to the planning process. One element yet undeveloped
regarding the leadership team is delegating implementation responsibilities to team members
other than the staff and elders. The literature suggests sharing these responsibilities is healthier
for the organization and prevents dependency on a few individuals. The evaluation process will
allow the team to revisit the implementation process to identify areas where competent team
members can take the lead, develop, and carry out strategic initiatives with the support of other
team members.
Strategic planning is not new, and research exists confirming the benefits of utilizing a
strategic process to strengthen the effectiveness of an organization. Therefore, it is not surprising
the results of the project mirror the findings recorded in the literature pertaining to the subject.
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Although Crosspoint is still striving to fully implement its strategy, the project coordinator
anticipates the ongoing agreement between Crosspoint’s strategy and the literature.
Lessons Learned
The purpose of this project was the development and implementation of a strategic
ministry plan for Crosspoint Community Church in Huntington, West Virginia. The motivation
for the project was the decline of Crosspoint. Through previous coursework and familiarity with
literature on the subject, the project developer believed developing and implementing a strategic
plan would improve the health and ministry effectiveness of the church. The development and
implementation of the proposed project resulted in various lessons being learned by the project
coordinator and the SLT.
The problem stated for the project is that Crosspoint does not have a strategic ministry
plan. Through implementation of the project, the project leader realized that while Crosspoint did
not possess a formal ministry strategy, components of a strategic plan were present. Although not
officially recognized, the mission and vision statements for the church existed. Both statements
formally adopted during the development of the project were already a part of the church’s
identity. The mission of loving God and people was a phrase used often by the project leader as a
means of helping the congregation understand its purpose. Furthermore, the vision statement,
Crosspoint is willing to take bold risks so every man, woman, and child has an opportunity to
hear and respond to the gospel, was already part of the church’s vocabulary. Again, the
coordinator did not realize how the regular use of these phrases was shaping the identity of the
congregation. Despite their presence, the church was declining. The formal adoption and
presentation of the mission and vision statements as part of the strategic plan for Crosspoint
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seemingly infused the familiar statements with new significance for the congregation. Now these
statements serve as rallying cries for the church’s ministries.
The realization concerning the presence of these statements prior to formally developing
a ministry strategy demonstrated the significance of communication by church leadership.
Strategic planning literature universally equates successful adoption and implementation of the
strategy with regular communication of crucial strategic components by leadership (e.g., the
mission, vision, and values of the church). The lesson concerning the importance of
communicating the strategy repeatedly to promote adoption and ownership of the plan among the
congregation led the leadership to incorporate the mission and vision statements into every facet
of ministry through writing and speaking. The results of the leadership’s communication strategy
are producing the intended objectives as evidenced in the youth pastor’s previous testimony (pg.
106).
Another lesson learned through implementing the project is the effectiveness of
intentionality. Often, church leaders discussed the desire to create new LifeGroups to engage
more people in discipleship, yet the lack of intentionality to identify and train potential group
leaders, and target groups, did not produce any new discipleship groups. Since implementing the
strategy with discipleship as one of its stated values, the leadership team became intentional
about identifying and training potential group leaders and identifying target groups. The result is
the creation of new LifeGroups with the goal of engaging more people in discipleship. The plan
of repeating the process is already underway with a goal of creating another group by summer.
There are efforts to identify and train potential leaders. Incorporating intentionality is also
moving plans forward to develop the ministry facilities into useable space better suited to fulfill
the church’s mission and vision.
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The importance of leadership development is another lesson learned through
implementing the project. Crosspoint is elder led and deacon served. Unfortunately, the
unintended result of this structure is a lack of leadership beyond these offices. The project
highlighted the necessity to develop more leaders within the congregation. The literature
concerning strategic leadership suggests developing leaders promotes healthier church leadership
as more people share the responsibility. The simple act of incorporating more people in the
strategic process began the work of developing leaders. The next step for developing leaders
within the church involves delegating strategic responsibilities to members of the SLT to allow
them to exercise their creativity and learn how their leadership is important to the church.
The observations and lessons learned throughout the project’s development represent
universally accepted leadership principles. The intent of the project was to strengthen the church
by creating a new S-curve and reversing the decline of the past few years. The outcome of the
project appears to be accomplishing that goal. The unintended result of the project pertains to the
development of the project coordinator’s leadership. Prior to undertaking the project, the leader
understood the leadership principles gleaned through the project in theory. The project’s
development provided the leader with difficult, yet beneficial, practical understanding and
application of these principles. For example, prior to the project, the leader assumed a basic level
of understanding from the congregation regarding the church’s mission and vision. Having
preached often on the significance of the church in the world, he believed the people knew why
the church mattered. He also assumed people naturally understood the progression of spiritual
maturity because the church always provided discipleship opportunities. The project revealed the
necessity of creating redundant systems of communicating the mission, vision, and values to
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ensure they permeate the entire church.122 The outcomes of the project and the project
coordinator’s personal leadership development continue to progress, but the outlook is positive.
Applications
The process of strategic planning has a proven history for assisting organizations in
fulfilling their mission. Although early in its implementation, the strategic plan for Crosspoint is
assisting the church in accomplishing its stated mission and vision. While the ministries at
Crosspoint fall under the umbrella of the church’s strategic plan, the project leader believes the
various ministries would benefit from undergoing their own strategic planning processes.
First, each ministry leader could recruit key leaders and influencers within their ministry
to form a strategic leadership team. By creating a leadership team, the ministry leader can fulfill
the larger goal of developing leaders within the church, without overwhelming potential leaders
with responsibility for the entire congregation. By starting with smaller tasks, potential leaders
can develop confidence and skills to benefit the ministry and prepare them for future
responsibilities within the church.
Once a leadership team is created, the ministries could adapt the mission and vision
statements to be specific to their areas of emphasis and determine how the values of the church
are reflected in their ministries. For example, the youth ministry might define its mission as
loving God and its schools. The vision might become, taking bold risks to give every person at
school an opportunity to hear and respond to the gospel. The youth currently gather three times
each week. One gathering might focus on worship, another on discipleship, and another on
fellowship. The focus of each gathering could be tailored for the dynamics of the group most
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likely participating. Sunday mornings generally include students who are believers and regularly
attend the church with their families, so the Sunday morning gathering might focus on
discipleship.
Next, the ministry team could develop a unique strategy to accomplish the church’s
mission and vision in their context. For instance, a LifeGroup meeting in a home might identify
the neighborhood as their target group rather than the entire Westmoreland community. The
group could structure outreach opportunities to engage the neighborhood (e.g., a block party or
cookout). The group could also identify opportunities to serve the people of the neighborhood
with the goal of sharing the gospel (e.g., property cleanup for an elderly couple or widow,
making meals for a young family with a newborn).
Every ministry could design its setting to accomplish its mission. Students are more
comfortable in casual settings conducive to developing relationships. A space for teens might
include: (1) ping-pong, pool, or foosball tables, (2) televisions or video screens, and (3) a good
sound system for playing music. Children’s spaces may include vibrant colors and video screens.
The examples provided demonstrate how the strategic planning process could benefit the
various ministries at Crosspoint. While the various ministries make up the ministry of
Crosspoint, each ministry possesses a unique target audience and context. The strategy for
Crosspoint provides a framework through which each ministry can work to accomplish its
mission and vision. Working together, both the corporate strategy and individual ministry
strategy, will strengthen Crosspoint and increase the church’s influence in the community.
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Future Research
In the introduction to his instructional work on strategic planning, Aubrey Malphurs
assumes the role of a modern-day prophet by addressing what he terms the megachange taking
place in North America. He warns of the effect the megachange will have on business,
government, schools, and especially the church.123 Malphurs’ concern was for the survival of
churches amidst the rapidly changing culture. He expressed those warnings and concerns in
2013. It is doubtful that even Malphurs, with his keen insight of culture’s impact on the church,
could foresee the challenges facing the church since 2020.
While there are several issues contributing to the church’s declining influence in today’s
culture, the primary one confronted within the timeframe of this project was the COVID 19
pandemic. Although data suggests the church in America was declining prior to the pandemic,
the pandemic’s onset exacerbated the situation. Within the time span of a few months, churches
went from gathering weekly for worship to government restrictions limiting the ability of
churches to gather in-person. The restrictions led to an influx of spiritual services being offered
virtually. As restrictions relaxed, churches began gathering again for in-person services only to
confront the reality that many people are not returning to church. Both the pandemic and the
increase of virtual religious services warrant further study to determine their impact on church
participation.
During the peak of COVID infections in West Virginia, Crosspoint ceased in-person
gatherings for two months. During that time, the church began offering virtual services weekly.
At the beginning, virtual participation closely resembled in-person participation for worship. By
the start of the second month, virtual participation was decreasing and continued to decline until
123
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in-person gatherings resumed. In the fall of 2020, in-person gatherings began with limited
attendance due to local health restrictions. By the beginning of 2021, restrictions lifted and
Crosspoint resumed a full ministry schedule. Unfortunately, in-person participation did not
reflect pre-pandemic participation. Concerns over the emergence of highly contagious
coronavirus variants persisted causing people to be cautious. Two years later, in-person
participation is still lower than before the pandemic. The church’s strategic plan and future
ministry plans would benefit from a study of the pandemic’s impact.
Crosspoint did not offer virtual services prior to the pandemic. Crosspoint’s strategic plan
recognized the value of virtual services in accomplishing the church’s mission and vision.
Consequently, the church made significant financial investments to ensure the continuation of
virtual services and improve their quality. Statistical data provided by the services used for
hosting the virtual services does not supply an accurate representation of their effectiveness. It
would benefit the church to discover the overall effectiveness of their virtual services for future
strategic planning. A study of this type will require a great deal of time and perhaps outside
resources to effectively determine the value of the church’s virtual services.
Another point of interest for further study is the development of subjective criteria for
evaluating the implementation of the strategic plan. Numerical data provides an easy, objective
measurement of success, at least in part. When the SLT meets again to evaluate the progress of
strategic implementation, the project leader will encourage the development of criteria beyond
simple statistical data. Discipleship, one of the values of Crosspoint, speaks of investing in
people’s lives so they progress toward spiritual maturity. While increased participation in
ministry is indicative of maturity, it does not necessarily indicate spiritual maturity. For example,
a person may be increasing their involvement with the belief that their engagement in church
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provides them with a greater standing before God rather than a simple desire to obey God by
serving others (Eph 2:8–10). The project leader understands developing this type of criteria will
be difficult but believes it will benefit the church.
Lastly, a study of the church’s leadership style and structure would benefit the church,
particularly the project coordinator. The literature reviewed for the project suggests that shared
leadership improves the health of a church and its leaders. Crosspoint is a leader dependent
church. The current project revealed that almost every aspect of the church’s ministry depends
on the pastor’s involvement. The church’s dependence is unhealthy (1 Cor 12; Eph 4:11–16). A
study demonstrating the benefits of shared leadership to the congregation would promote a
healthier, sustainable ministry. The development of a leadership project would also benefit the
church by introducing creativity, fresh perspectives, and generating new energy and enthusiasm
into the church’s ministries and the ministry of its pastor.
Conclusion
In Revelation 3:1–3, Jesus says to the church in Sardis, “I know your deeds, that you
have a name that you are alive, but you are dead. Wake up, and strengthen the things that remain,
which were about to die…remember what you have received and heard; and keep it, and repent.”
The project leader saw these words describing Crosspoint Community Church in Huntington,
West Virginia. Crosspoint, known in its community as a thriving church, was declining. The
leadership of the church recognized the decline and heard the call to “wake up, and strengthen
the things that remain.” In response, the project leader proposed developing and implementing a
strategic ministry plan to reinvigorate the church’s sense of divine purpose and improve its
ministry health.
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The project leader, with the help of the SLT, developed a strategic ministry plan for the
church. Clarifying the mission, vision, and values of the church has renewed the congregation’s
understanding of its purpose and importance in the Westmoreland community. Implementation
of the strategy is ongoing, and leaders understand there is more work ahead, but early indicators
suggest the church is beginning to “wake up” and gain strength.
Strategic ministry planning is beneficial to the church. Through strategic planning leaders
proactively assess and address the ministry health of the church. Strategic planning can assist in
developing fresh and creative means to fulfill God’s mission and vision for the church.
Furthermore, strategic planning can help renew purpose and restore hope in congregations
discouraged by the rapidly deteriorating cultural conditions. The Bible indicates God has a
purpose and plan for His church (Matt 16:18; Eph 3:8–10). Therefore, let the leaders called by
Him “shepherd the flock of God…according to the will of God” until the “Chief Shepherd
appears” (1 Pet 5:1–3).
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APPENDIX A
Strategic Leadership Team Agreement
Below is a list of the primary expectations for the SLT. Please read them and sign the agreement.
To the best of my ability, I commit to the following:
1. To pray for the church, the team, and the process
2. To be a positive participant who will enthusiastically support the process
3. To be a team player (not necessarily a “yes” person)
4. To support team consensus decisions
5. To attend team meetings as much as possible
6. To participate in the group processes, such as storyboarding
7. To keep confidential matters confidential
8. To commit to the total time necessary for the process (nine months)
9. To use my expertise, gifts, and abilities to support and enhance the process
10. To be involved in the development and implementation phases
11. To be prepared for each team session (reading and other assignments)
12. To proactively promote the work of the team with the congregation

Signature: ________________________________________
Date: __________________________

*Adapted from Aubrey Malphurs, Advanced Strategic Planning, 318.
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APPENDIX B
Nehemiah Sermon Series - Rise Up and Build
Sermon One – Main Idea: There is a Problem and God is the Solution
Text: Neh. 1:3–10
Sermon Two – Main Idea: Understanding the Mission
Text: Neh. 2:12; Matt 22:35–40; 28:18–20
Sermon Three – Main Idea: Casting a Vision
Text: Neh. 2:17–18
Sermon Four – Main Idea: Challenges Pt. 1 – External
Text: Neh. 4
Sermon Five – Main Idea: Challenges Pt. 2 – Internal
Text: Neh. 5
Sermon Six – Main Idea: Strategy Pt. 1
Text: Neh. 1:4, 11; 2:4–8, 11–16, 17
Sermon Seven – Main Idea: Strategy Pt. 2
Text: Neh. 3:23, 28–30; 4:15–20; 6:15–16
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APPENDIX C
Church Ministry Analysis with Results
1. Based on the average worship attendance and average annual giving records, is your church
growing, plateaued, or declining? Plateaued = 13; growing = 0; declining = 6
2. Does the church have a mission statement? Yes = 11; No = 2; Do not know = 6. If so, what is
it? Love God, love people; that every man, woman, and child has an opportunity to hear the
gospel; teach the gospel124
3. Does the church have a vision statement? Yes = 4; No = 5; Do not know = 10. If so, what is
it? Love God and love people125
4. In your opinion, is the church’s primary focus on the congregation, the community, or a
combination of both? Community = 1; Congregation = 4; = 14. Explain. The church used to
do a lot of community outreach, but that has declined, even prior to the pandemic.126
5. In your opinion, does the church have an effective outreach into the community? Yes = 3; No
= 6; Somewhat = 8; No response = 2. Explain. Can do better; has declined in recent years;
not as visible as could be; not organized, very few formal events.
6. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being low and 5 being high), how would you rate the church in terms
of Worship 4.03; Empowerment of leaders 3.8; Lay involvement in ministry 2.8; People’s
application of Scripture to life 3.1.127
7. In your opinion, what are the church’s core values? Explain. Loving people – friendliness;
call out sin; encourage others; reaching and saving people in the neighborhood; building
relationships; knowledge of God through the Bible; authority of the Bible; faith in Christ;
Jesus-disciples-serving others.
8. In your opinion, what might be hindering effective ministry in your church? Explain. Lack of
volunteers; not much outreach; lack of congregational commitment; personal investment;
intentional strategy; lack of missional vision; comfort; discouragement among leadership;
lack of knowledge about ministry opportunities.
9. What would you estimate the median age of the congregation to be? 42; 35-55.
124

Six participants included a mission statement.

125

Two participants included a vision statement.

126

Five participants responded with a variation of decline in community outreach.

127

The values represent an average of the respondents scores.
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10. By your observation, would you say the congregation contains mostly young people, middleaged people, elderly people, or a balance of all three? Young = 0; Middle-aged = 14; Elderly
= 0; Balanced = 5.
11. Would you describe the emotional level of the church as upbeat, discouraged, or somewhere
in between? Explain. Upbeat = 12; Discouraged = 0; Somewhere in between = 7. No
explanations offered.
12. How would you describe the financial health of the church? Explain. Healthy = 7; Unhealthy
= 2; Stable = 10. No explanations offered.

*Questions adapted from Malphurs, Advanced Strategic Planning, 74-76. The results are taken
from response by the SLT during Session One of the Implementation of the Intervention Design.
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APPENDIX D
Core Values Audit
Using the scale below, circle the number that best expresses to what extent the following values
are important to the church.
1 – not important

2 – somewhat important

3 – important

1. Family
2. Biblical Instruction
3. World missions
4. Giving
5. Leadership
6. Cultural relevance
7. Prayer
8. Discipleship: helping people grow in faith
9. Excellence
10. Evangelism
11. Team Ministry
12. Creativity: new ideas for ministry
13. Worship
14. Cooperation: working with other believers
15. Ministry/service: congregation mobilization for ministry
16. Obedience: to God and others
17. Innovation: change or adapt ministry easily
18. Fellowship
19. Community outreach
20. Benevolence
21. Planning
22. Evaluation: regular assessment of effectiveness
23. Other values

*Adapted from Malphurs, Advanced Strategic Planning, 343.

4 – most important
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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APPENDIX E
Community Survey
1. Which statement(s) best describes your level of involvement in church?
________ I regularly attend church
________ I attend church from time to time
________ I do not go to church
________ I do not go to church as much as I used to
2. What are your impressions about churches in general (good for the community, waste of
time, place to find God, boring, etc.)?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
3. What felt needs would cause you to attend a church (desire to know God, meet people,
business contacts,
etc.)?______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
4. If you were looking for a church, what kind of things would you look for (Bible studies,
children’s activities, life skills coaching, etc.)?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
5. What is your perception of our church?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
6. In your opinion, how should churches serve their communities?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
7. What should we as a church do to reach people who do not attend church?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
*Adapted from Malphurs, Advanced Strategic Planning, 345-346 and Thomasson, The Church
Blueprint, 95.
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APPENDIX F
Staff Evaluation Form

Name: ____________________________________________
Job Title: ___________________________________________
Evaluation Period: ____________________________________
Date of Review: ______________________ Date of Hire: ________________
Knowledge of Work
Consider knowledge of job gained through experience, education, and training.
o (5): Well-informed on all phases of work.
o (4): Well-rounded job knowledge. Infrequently requires assistance.
o (3): Adequate grasp of essentials. Some assistance is required.
o (2): Requires considerable assistance.
o (1): Inadequate knowledge. Requires improvement to retain.
Comments:
Quality of Work
Consider accuracy, precision, neatness, and completeness of results regardless of volume.
o (5): Exceptional quality. Work is essentially error-free.
o (4): Above average quality. Infrequent errors or rejections.
o (3): Acceptable; seldom necessary to check work.
o (2): Often unacceptable; frequent errors or rejections.
o (1): Excessive errors or rejections. Requires improvement to retain.
Comments:
Quantity of Work
Consider overall volume of work produced under normal conditions.
o (5): Rapid worker. Produces exceptionally high volume.
o (4): Above average volume.
o (3): Average volume.
o (2): Volume below average.
o (1): Inadequate volume. Requires improvement to retain.
Comments:
Initiative
Resourcefulness, willingness, and ability to carry out responsibility.
o (5): Consistently and aggressively works toward approved goals.
o (4): Frequently sets and works toward approved goals.
o (3): Initiates activity within normal routine.
o (2): Seldom initiates activity during normal routine.
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o (1): Need frequent direction. Requires improvement to retain.
Comments:
Teamwork in Ministry
Consider how the employee works as an overall part of the ministry of the church.
o (5): Exceptional team player; consistently puts the vision of church ahead of his/her
vision.
o (4): Above average team player; frequently puts the vision of church ahead of his/her
vision.
o (3): Team player.
o (2): Below average team player; seldom puts the vision of church ahead of his/her vision.
o (1): Often unacceptable; puts own vision ahead of the church as a whole. Requires
improvement to retain.
Comments:
Interpersonal Relationships
Consider the degree to which the employee interacts harmoniously and cooperates with church
members, attenders, and others.
o (5): Use of exceptional tact and diplomacy in dealing with people.
o (4): Cooperates well with others. Frequently promotes harmony and positive feedback
from others.
o (3): Adequate skills in interpersonal relationships.
o (2): Has difficulty interacting with people.
o (1): Frequent conflicts with others. Requires improvement to retain.
Comments:
Dependability/Responsibility
Consider the degree to which the employee can be relied upon to carry out duties and meet
deadlines without close supervision.
o (5): Consistently fulfills all job responsibilities and duties. Reliable.
o (4): Can be depended upon to get the job done with little or no follow-up. Very reliable.
o (3): Assumes all responsibilities specifically assigned. Reliable.
o (2): Accepts some responsibilities but must be reminded.
o (1): Fails to accept responsibility even when specifically assigned. Requires improvement
to retain.
Comments:
Attendance/Punctuality
Consider employee’s requests and use of leave.
o (5): Consistently regular and prompt in attendance. Adjusts schedule to work needs.
o (4): Regular in attendance. Frequently considers workload when requesting leave.
o (3): Generally present. Usually considers workload when requesting leave.
o (2): Frequent absences or tardiness. It impacts job performance.
o (1): Excessive absences or tardiness. Requires improvement to retain.
Comments
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Overall Rating
o
o
o
o
o

(5): Exceptional
(4): Above average.
(3): Average
(2): Below average.
(1): Unacceptable. Requires improvement to retain.

Additional Comments/Improvement Objectives
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Employee’s Comments:
I have discussed this evaluation with my supervisor.
o I agree with the conclusions reached.
o I disagree with the conclusions reached.
I feel my performance review
o was fair and impartial.
o was not fair and impartial.
Comments:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Signatures
The employee’s performance was reviewed with the employee.
Signature of Employee: ____________________________________ Date: ___________
Signature of Reviewer: _____________________________________ Date: ___________

*Unknown source, the church currently uses this form for staff evaluations.
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APPENDIX G
Ministry Evaluation Form

1. Name of Ministry ___________________________________
2. Is the ministry still targeting the people group it was set up to target? ________________
Explain__________________________________________________________________
3. Has the ministry been fulfilling its purpose? _____________________________________
4. Is the ministry fulfilling the church’s overall mission, vision, and values? ______________
Explain ___________________________________________________________________
5. What went well this year? _____________________________________________________
6. What did not go well? ________________________________________________________
7. What are the future needs of the ministry?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
8. What are three measurable goals for the coming year?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
9. How can the church leaders help the ministry achieve its goals?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

*Adapted from Thomasson, The Church Blueprint, 90.
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APPENDIX H
Project Timeline
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

IRB approval
Formation of Strategic Leadership Team (SLT) – distribute consent and SLT agreement
(Appendices A and B), Church Ministry Analysis questionnaires (Appendix D), explain
project, present proposed timeline
Begin Nehemiah sermon series (6 weeks, Appendix C)
Collect signed consents, agreements and completed CMA
SLT meeting 1 – Review CMA, present current attendance and financial records, distribute
materials about developing a Mission statement, storyboard to establish a Mission statement
rough draft, distribute materials for Vision statement
SLT meeting 2 – Refine and finalize the team’s Mission statement, begin working on a
Vision statement rough draft, distribute materials for Values and the Values Audit (Appendix
E), collect and record Values Audit results, refine and finalize the team’s Vision statement,
present Values Audit results, begin creating a Values Statement rough draft
SLT meeting 3 – Refine and finalize the team’s Values Statement, present Strategic Planning
categories (target audience, staff/leadership structure, facilities, finances), present community
demographic study, determine if the project warrants a Community Survey (Appendix F),
identify Target Audience (through Community Survey results), identify church’s current
ministries, assign homework to define if the current ministries align with the Vision, Mission,
and Values determined by the team
SLT meeting 4 – Review the results of the team’s homework, determine if non-aligned
ministries require revision or termination, begin a discussion concerning leadership structure
and staffing of the church to decide if they accomplish the proposed strategy, review
recommendations for leadership and staff improvements/additions, tour the facilities to
determine if they help accomplish the proposed strategy, compile a list of recommended
improvements, create a priority list of potential projects for facility improvement
SLT meeting 5 – Review the church’s financial situation, determine budget allocations to
accomplish the proposed strategy, recommend potential campaigns to improve giving, review
and refine the strategic plan, approve a plan, choose an appropriate time and means of
presenting the team’s work to the congregation
SLT meeting 6 – Develop action plans with objectives, timelines, and teams assigned for
implementing the various stages of the proposed strategy, establish a process for evaluating
strategy implementation
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APPENDIX I
Mission Statement, Vision Statement, Values
Mission Statement
Crosspoint Community Church exists to love God and love people.
Vision Statement
Crosspoint Community Church will take bold steps to give every man, woman,
and child an opportunity to hear and respond to the gospel.

Values
Worship – Worship is an expression of the church’s love for God (Psalm 95:6–7). Through
worship, we celebrate the joy of our salvation (Heb 12:28) and offer ourselves to God (Rom
12:1) because He is worthy to receive glory, honor, and power (Rev 4:11; 5:13).
Discipleship – We demonstrate a love for God and people by introducing them to Jesus and
investing in their spiritual lives. Discipleship encourages spiritual growth from salvation to
maturity in Christ (Luke 9:23; Eph 1:11–16; James 1:22).
Fellowship – Fellowship is loving people by developing relationships that encourage spiritual
maturity (Heb 10:24–25). The Bible demonstrates the importance of a relationship with Jesus
and other believers (1 John 1:7).
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APPENDIX J
Session PowerPoints
J.1

Session One

5/31/22

Our goal is to create a
Strategic Ministry Plan for
Crosspoint Community
Church

1

What is a Strategic
Ministry Plan?

2

Strategic planning is a fourfold
process that a point leader works
through with a team of leaders to
envision or re-envision and
revitalize their church by
developing a biblical mission and
3

a compelling vision, discovering
its core values, and crafting a
unique and authentic strategy to
accomplish the mission and
vision.
4

Tonight’s Objectives

Tonight’s Objectives

• Review attendance, baptism,
and giving averages for the
past 5 years
•Complete a Church Ministry
Analysis
5

•Begin crafting a Mission
statement using
storyboarding
(brainstorming, refinement)
6

1
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What is a Mission statement?

Biblical Mandates

A mission statement is a
broad, brief, biblical
statement of what God
commands the church to do.
7

Great Commission - Matthew
28:19-20
Great Commandment –
Matthew 22:37-39
8

Great Commission
Go therefore and make
disciples of all the nations,
baptizing them in the name of
the Father and the Son and
the Holy Spirit,
9

Great Commission
teaching them to observe all
that I command you; and lo, I
am with you always, even to
the end of the age.
Matthew 28:19-20
10

Great Commandment
You shall love the Lord your
God with all your heart, and
with all your soul, and with all
your mind. This is the great
and foremost commandment.
11

Great Commandment
The second is like it, You shall
love your neighbor as yourself.
Matthew 22:37-39
12

1
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2016

2017

Attendance = 180
Giving = $4,176
Baptisms = 13

Attendance = 160
Giving = $3,968
Baptisms = 11

13

14

2018

2019

Attendance = 154
Giving = $3,739
Baptisms = 4

Attendance = 157
Giving = $3,757
Baptisms = 4

15

16

2020
Attendance = N/A
Giving = $3,845
Baptisms = 4

17

1
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J.2

Session Two

5/31/22

Our goal is to create a
Strategic Ministry Plan for
Crosspoint Community
Church

1

What is a Strategic
Ministry Plan?

2

Strategic planning is a fourfold
process that a point leader works
through with a team of leaders to
envision or re-envision and
revitalize their church by
developing a biblical mission and
3

a compelling vision, discovering
its core values, and crafting a
unique and authentic strategy to
accomplish the mission and
vision.
4

Tonight’s Objectives

Tonight’s Objectives

•Review results of the Church
Ministry Analysis
•Continue crafting a Mission
statement
5

•Begin crafting a Vision
statement using
storyboarding
(brainstorming, refinement)
6

1
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What is a Vision statement?

Five C’s for Vision

Vision is a clear, challenging
picture of the future of a
ministry, as you believe it can
and must be.
7

Clear – can a young person
understand the vision?

8

Five C’s for Vision

Five C’s for Vision

Concise – can it be stated in
one breath?

9

Compelling – does this inspire
people to get involved?

10

Five C’s for Vision

Five C’s for Vision

Catalytic – does this inspire
people to action?

11

Contextual – does this
communicate biblical truth for
the listener’s time and place?

12

1

5/31/22

What is a Vision statement?
Vision is a clear, challenging
picture of the future of a
ministry, as you believe it can
and must be.
13

1
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J.3

Session Three

Our goal is to create a
Strategic Ministry Plan for
Crosspoint Community
Church

1

What is a Strategic
Ministry Plan?

2

Strategic planning is a fourfold
process that a point leader works
through with a team of leaders to
envision or re-envision and
revitalize their church by
developing a biblical mission and
3

a compelling vision, discovering
its core values, and crafting a
unique and authentic strategy to
accomplish the mission and
vision.
4

Tonight’s Objectives

Tonight’s Objectives

•Complete the Core Values
Audit
•Review results of the Core
Values Audit
5

•Determine if the values
identified are actual values
•Limit the number to 6 or less
values
6

1
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Tonight’s Objectives

What are Core Values?

•Decide how to communicate
the values to the congregation

7

Core values are the constant,
passionate, biblical core
beliefs that empower and
guide the ministry.
8

Different kinds of values

Acts 2:42-47 provides a
biblical example of core values
and how they empower a
church.

Shared vs. Unshared
Personal vs. Congregational
Actual vs. Aspirational
Corporate vs. Departmental
9

10

1
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J.4

Session Four

Tonight’s Objectives
Our goal is to create a
Strategic Ministry Plan for
Crosspoint Community
Church

1

•Refine Core Values
definitions
•Present 4 categories for
strategic planning
2

Tonight’s Objectives

Tonight’s Objectives
•Facilities – Do they help or
hinder what we want to
accomplish
•Finances – Does our budget
reflect our Mission, Vision, and
Values

•Identifying our target
audience (group make-up,
and community/distance)
•Staff/leadership structure
3

4

Who Is Our Target?

Who Is Our Target?
Acts 1:8 - But you will receive
power when the Holy Spirit
has come upon you, and you
will be my witnesses in
Jerusalem and in all Judea

Every man, woman, and child

5

6

1
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Who Is Our Target?

Westmoreland Demographics
Population = 8,966
Median Age = 39
66% Family Units
79% Married Couples

and Samaria, and to the end of
the earth.

7

8

Westmoreland Demographics
3.5 people per household

9

1
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J.5

5/31/22

Session Five

Our goal is to create a
Strategic Ministry Plan for
Crosspoint Community
Church

1

What is a Strategic
Ministry Plan?

2

Strategic planning is a fourfold
process that a point leader works
through with a team of leaders to
envision or re-envision and
revitalize their church by
developing a biblical mission and
3

a compelling vision, discovering
its core values, and crafting a
unique and authentic strategy to
accomplish the mission and
vision.
4

Tonight’s Objectives

Tonight’s Objectives

•Begin crafting a strategic
process to accomplish our
Mission and Vision
•First, How will we reach our
community?
5

•Second, How will we make
mature disciples?

6

1
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What does a strategy do?

What does a strategy do?
The strategy moves the
congregation from wherever
they are spiritually (lost or
saved) to where God wants
them to be (mature).

A good strategy enables the
church to accomplish the
Mission and Vision

7

8

What does a strategy do?
A good strategy provides a
sense of spiritual momentum
as people grow in their
understanding of the strategy
and get involved.
9

What does a strategy do?
A good strategy helps invest
God’s resources properly.
(People – time, talent,
treasures)
10

5 Parts of a Strategy
1. Community Outreach
2. Disciple Making
3. Team Building (staff,
leadership structure,
training, etc.)
11

5 Parts of a Strategy
4. Ministry setting (will our
facilities help or hinder us)
5. Raising finances

12

1
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Community Outreach

Great Commission
Go therefore and make
disciples of all the nations,
baptizing them in the name of
the Father and the Son and
the Holy Spirit,

Matthew 28:19-20
Mark 16:15
Luke 24:46-48
Acts 1:8
13

14

Great Commission
teaching them to observe all
that I command you; and lo, I
am with you always, even to
the end of the age.
Matthew 28:19-20
15

Great Commandment
You shall love the Lord your
God with all your heart, and
with all your soul, and with all
your mind. This is the great
and foremost commandment.
16

Great Commandment

2016

The second is like it, You shall
love your neighbor as yourself.

Attendance = 180
Giving = $4,176
Baptisms = 13

Matthew 22:37-39
17

18

1
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2017

2018

Attendance = 160
Giving = $3,968
Baptisms = 11

Attendance = 154
Giving = $3,739
Baptisms = 4

19

21

20

2019

2020

Attendance = 157
Giving = $3,757
Baptisms = 4

Attendance = N/A
Giving = $3,845
Baptisms = 4

22

1
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J.6

5/31/22

Session Six

Our goal is to create a
Strategic Ministry Plan for
Crosspoint Community
Church

1

What is a Strategic
Ministry Plan?

2

Strategic planning is a fourfold
process that a point leader works
through with a team of leaders to
envision or re-envision and
revitalize their church by
developing a biblical mission and
3

a compelling vision, discovering
its core values, and crafting a
unique and authentic strategy to
accomplish the mission and
vision.
4

Tonight’s Objectives

Tonight’s Objectives

•Begin crafting a strategic
process to accomplish our
Mission and Vision
•First, How will we reach our
community?
5

•Second, How will we make
mature disciples?

6

1

5/31/22

What does a strategy do?

What does a strategy do?
The strategy moves the
congregation from wherever
they are spiritually (lost or
saved) to where God wants
them to be (mature).

A good strategy enables the
church to accomplish the
Mission and Vision

7

8

What does a strategy do?
A good strategy provides a
sense of spiritual momentum
as people grow in their
understanding of the strategy
and get involved.
9

What does a strategy do?
A good strategy helps invest
God’s resources properly.
(People – time, talent,
treasures)
10

5 Parts of a Strategy
1. Community Outreach
2. Disciple Making
3. Team Building (staff,
leadership structure,
training, etc.)
11

5 Parts of a Strategy
4. Ministry setting (will our
facilities help or hinder us)
5. Raising finances

12

1
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Community Outreach
Matthew 28:19-20
Mark 16:15
Luke 24:46-48
Acts 1:8
13

Who is our community?

14

Westmoreland Demographics

Westmoreland Demographics

Population = 8,966
Median Age = 39
66% Family Units
79% Married Couples
15

3.5 people per household

16

The Kind of Church to Reach
our Community

Best Ministry Option
Revitalization (renewal) –
Rethinking ministry in our
current location.

17

Pastor, staff, style of worship,
congregational personality
(welcoming), response to
unbelievers, types of ministry,
18

1
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The Kind of Church to Reach
our Community

How will we reach our
community?
Lead by example, repeat the
vision often, set goals, pray for
the community, embrace
community-specific ministry,

facilities, and technology

19

20

How will we reach our
community?
How will we make mature
disciples?

regularly train people to share
their faith

21

22

Know – Jesus as Savior
Grow – involved in Bible
Study
Serve – using gifts to serve
Christ and the church
Share – actively sharing Christ
with others

What are the characteristics of
a mature disciple?

23

24

1
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What are the primary
ministries for discipleship?

25

Are there any secondary
ministries for discipleship?

26

Church Attendance
Measuring Spiritual Progress

Baptisms
Finances (can we pay the bills)

27

28

1
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February 25, 2021
Eddie Gandy
Robert Baker Evans
Re: IRB Application - IRB-FY20-21-632 Developing and Implementing a Strategic Ministry
Plan for Crosspoint Community Church in Huntington, West Virginia
Dear Eddie Gandy and Robert Baker Evans,
The Liberty University Institutional Review Board (IRB) has reviewed your application in
accordance with the Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) and Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) regulations and finds your study does not classify as human subjects
research. This means you may begin your research with the data safeguarding methods
mentioned in your IRB application.
Decision: No Human Subjects Research
Explanation: Your study is not considered human subjects research for the following reason:
(2) Your project will consist of quality improvement activities, which are not "designed to
develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge" according to 45 CFR 46. 102(l).
Please note that this decision only applies to your current research application, and any
modifications to your protocol must be reported to the Liberty University IRB for verification of
continued non-human subjects research status. You may report these changes by completing a
modification submission through your Cayuse IRB account.
Also, although you are welcome to use our recruitment and consent templates, you are not
required to do so. If you choose to use our documents, please replace the
word research with the word project throughout both documents.
If you have any questions about this determination or need assistance in determining whether
possible modifications to your protocol would change your application's status, please email us
at irb@liberty.edu.
Sincerely,
G. Michele Baker, MA, CIP
Administrative Chair of Institutional Research
Research Ethics Office
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